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1. We? the African Ministers responsible for trade and Developments meeting in

Addis Ababa, Ethiopia from 16'to IS March 1937 have adopted a common position

on trade and development issues as our contribution to proposals to be submitted

by the Sixth Ministerial Meeting of the Group of 77 to the Seventh Session of

the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development to be held in Genevas

Switzerland, from 9 to 31 July 1987. In the. elaboration of this common position

we have kept in mind the objective of the development of our continent and the

need to strengthen our solidarity with other regions of the Group of 77 in our
common desire to reactivate and enhance international economic co-operation for

development and in order to attain the New International Economic Order.

2. The developing world is facing a crisis of unprecedented gravity. In many

developing countries, the development process has collapsed. On tke eve of

UNCTAD VIIB the flow of financial resources is much reduced„ and several countries
suffer net outflows. The debt burden of developing countries constitutes an
obstacle to the mobilization of national and international financial resources

for development. Unprecedented dro? in the commodity prices deprive many deve

loping countries of export earnings which are necessary for financing their imports
and indispensable to sustain1 development and to service external debts. The

erosion; of respect for the disciplines of the international trading system

exposes developing countries to arbitrary obstacles to their trade. As a con

sequence societies and political systems are under acute strain.

3. We are gravely concerned by the continuing critical economic situation in

Africa which has affected a large number of African countries and has worsened

since the 1980's. The collapse of the international market for commodities has

undermined Africa's dependence on trade as a viable instrument for promotion of
growth and development. For instance in 1935 Africa's export earnings stood
at US$60.6 billion but in 1936 the African continent export earnings declined to

US$44.3 billion. Coupled with this, is Africa's debt service which is estimated

at US$25 billion a year - between 1986 and 1990, Faced with inadequate resources,

African governments budgetary allocations for imports, investment and employ

ment generation have been drastically reduced. As a result many of our peoples

continue to face acute food-shortage and are therefore threatened by starvation

and malnutrition.

While this critical situation results from a combination of endogenous and

exogenous factors9 we strongly reaffirm that the development of' our societies

rests primarily with ourselves. To this end* we are making efforts to build
viable economies geared to sustained growth in order to derive greater benefits
from production for national and international markets. Howevers the deterio

ration of the international environments, which aggravates the present crisis^,
is beyond our control. Neither can our efforts alone nor the free play of market

forcess provide a solution in the absence of a fundamental change in the inter
national economic structures and in the attitudes and policies of the major

industrialized countries towards Arrican countries.
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5. Accordingly the Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African

Unitys at their Twenty-First Ordinary Session held in Addis Ababa in July 1985,

adopted Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery 1986-1990 in order

to reorient Africa's policies and programmes relating to recovery and growth

during that period. Furthermore;, the General Assembly of the United Nationss

meeting in special session in May/June 1986, unanimously adopted the United

Rations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development(UNPAAERD)

1986-19909 expressing the solidarity of the international community with Africa

and its willingness to seek effective and lasting solutions to Africa's economic

and social problems- Nevertheless; while the African countries as a whole have

started to put the UNPAAERD into effect,, we regret that the international commu

nity has not yet matched its commitments to provide substantial resources in

support of the Programme of Action.

6. For uss the African Ministers Responsible for Trade and Development^ the

priorities for action are dictated by the objective of developing our economies
within a more favourable international environment. These priorities pertain to

the financing needed for the economic development of our countries.

7. Finance for development implies the mobilization of domestic savings9 official

development assistance, foreign investment and bank credits. Howevers domestic

savings cannot grow fast enough without the alleviation of our debt burderns

accelerated developments, recovery of our export volumes and the improvement of

both commodity prices and terms of trade. Similarly9 foreign investment and

commercial lending are deterred by the accumulation of debt at excessive interest

rates and on severe terms and conditions, Accordingly9 additional finance for

the development of our productive structures will require inter alia a reorienta-

tion of conditionality within a debt strategy based on our development objectives

as well as a substantial increase in ODA flows in support of our economic social

goals.

8. Another set of priorities is made up of measures needed to give effect to

the overall objective of the Integrated Programme for Commodities which is to
provide resources for development and diversification of our commodity-dependent

economies. To this end we appeal for an urgent ratification of the Common Fund
Agreement to make it operational 9 the conclusion and the strengthening of inter

national commodity agreements and other mechanism to stabilize markets and prices9

the enlargement and improvement of existing compensatory financing facilities9
and the creation of a new enlarged facility, the increase of market access for

our raw and processed products and the elimination of subsidies for agricultural

production and exports in industrialized countries., We also need additional

finance and transfer of technology for the processings marketings distribution

and transport of our commodities.
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9= In the area of international trades we firmly request the removal of all tariff

and non-tariff barriers against products of particular interest to African

countries including tropical products and processed raw materials. We call for

an improvement of the Generalized System of Preferences in terms of giving wider

coverage to agricultural products of export interest to African countries.

In this contexts action in the area of trade policy taken by some developed

countries for non-economic reasons also cannot be ignored. The United Nations

General Assembly has condemned the unilateral and collective imposition of

economic and trade sanctions for political reasons.against developing countries

and yets regrettablys these pressures continue to be applied. We also attach

great importance to financial and technical assistance which will enable us to

increase and diversify our capacity to produce and market manufactured goods

for exports including exports in the South-South and between developing countries

and Socialist countries of Eastern Europe (South-East).

10. We are also greatly concerned by the increase in the number of African

countries classified as «least developed)* and by the deterioration of their

economic and social situation, as well as that of least developed countries in

other regions. These countries are struggling against profound structural

obstacles to development and extreme economic vulnerability. Despite the odds

against thems they are implementing corageous policy reforms. But is is clear that

action by these countries alone will not suffice to achieve their recovery and develop

ment objectives. WeB therefores insist on the need for urgent action to transfer

substantial additional external resources to the least developed countriess

and to fully implement all commitments undertaken in the Substantial New

Programme of Action.

11= The task before the international community is to devise9 agree upon and

implement a package of policy orientations and concrete measures to revitalize

development; growth and international trade through multilateral co-operation.

It is a task which calls for a common and sustained effort of the international
community.

12. We are concerned by the fact that important commitments are denied?

many actionss measures and policies called for by resolutions and decisions of

UNCTAD adopted unanimously or by consensus9 have been neglected. We therefore

propose that a mechanise should be established within the G.77 to evaluate and

constantly monitor the implementation aspect of UNCTAD recommendations and

resolutions. We further propose that UNCTAD VII instruct the Trade and Development

Board to undertake on a regular basis„ a systematic monitoring of the implementa

tion of specific actions called for by UNCTAD,

13. We reaffirm the imporant role played by UNCTAD since its establishment in

the area of international economic co-operation for trade and development and

stress the need to preserve the spirit and the objectives of UNCTAD as embodied

in General Assembly resolution 1995(XIX) and in subsequent resolutions and

decisions aimed at enhancing the integrity of UNCTAD in fulfilling its mandate.
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14. The Seventh Session of UNCTAD will be an opportune occasion for the

international community to examine the interdependence of the world economy and

the consequences of the current economic situation for the trade and develop

ment of the developing countries. It is also hoped that this session will

provide a vigorous impetus to the implementation of those commitments undertaken

in the UN Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development

1986-19909 in the area of financial resources, commodities and international

trades bearing in mind the special situation of the least developed countriesB

as well as improving the external environment for development as called for in

the Programme of Action*

15. To this ends we attached the following proposals-%
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ITEM 8 (A) OP THE PROVISIONS AGENDA FOR UNCTAD VII

RESOURCES FOR DEVELOPMENT, INCLUDING FINANCIAL

AND RELATED MONETARY QUESTIONS

!• Assessment of the situation

1, The past few years have witnessed widespread breakdowns of the development

process and an:international debt crisis of unprecedented breadth, duration end

gravity* Host developing countries have suffered a sharp reduction in their

pace of .economic growth, end.;■- number have undergone contraction. Per Capita

incomes have fall on back to levels surpassed a decade ago, both capital- ' '

accumulation and living standards have been cut, and investment in human

resources and standards of education, health and nutrition have also been

adversely affected. Thus, both actual growth performance and future

development prospects ha.ve been severely drunaged,.

2, This constitutes a crisis in development that is unprecedented in breadth

and depth. Its underlying cruse has been the deterioration of the external

trading and financial environment.

• Real interest rates have become and remained extraordinarly

steep;

• Commodity prices of export interest to developing countries have

collapsed to their lowest levels in 50 years;

.. , • Fluctuations and instability in the exchange rates of the

■ .:. ,major world currencies}

• At the same timw, developing countries have suffered a loss of

export markets,mainly clue to the intensification of protectionism

in their principle, markets and the slowing of growth.

, Furthermore as .grovrfch in developing countries has dropped, so has

the dynamism of their mutual trade;

, Sh£,rp decline of O33A in real terms, ' = •■■

3. Many developing countries, after incurring increased debt service charges

as a result of higher interest rates and a shrinkage of capacity to service '

debt due to the deterioration of their terms of trade and export earnings have

also suffered an abrupt collapse of lending by international private capital '

markets, . commecial banks in particular, '■ : ■, '■'''■
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4* Tho pro—cyclical "behaviour of private flows has l)een paralleled by

deceleration, ciid in some cases contraction, in official flows due to the

adoption of negative attitudes towards development finance by some major

donors. ODA levels of many developed countries remain mqXI -below tho .

internationally targeted level. Furthermore, the quality of ODA floors has

deteriorated, "both through the increased tendency to utilise them for

commecial purposes and through a more severe conditionally. The levels of -

direct foreign investment and of officially supported export credits have

also dropped, in part due to the cutbacks in investment levels in. developing

countries'"following the tightening of the balance-of-payments constraints.,

5« The combination of those adverse developments has caused the new flow of

financial resources to developing countries to contract drastically and even to

"become increasingly negative. In 1985 alone developing countries made net outwurd

transfers totr,lling$31 billion dollars, This abnormal situation has forced a

number of developing countries to seek persistent trade supluees, mainly through

import compression, amounting to several percentage points of their national

income - a burden which is additional to the income losses incurred through

terms of trade deterioration cmd loss of export market growth. Thus, for the

first time after the colonial er:,, developing countries as a whole are .again

becoming net suppliers of resources to industrialized countries. This is a

grave setback for the cause of development and threatens to further weaken the

trade and payments system.

6, The massive reduction in absorption of goods and services required to moke

up for the worsened trading environment and financial haemorrhage has not only

disrupted the economies of developing countries, but has also accentuated social

tensions, and as different segments of society have sought to protect their real

incomes from being eroded, it has greatly fuelled inflatioijazy pressures. At the

international level, the extraction of trade surplusses from developing countries

has intensified trade tensions and provided further impetus to the growth of

protectionist pressures, by depressing output and employment in developed countries.

Despite the need to open nuxkets farther to accommodate the adjustments being mode

by developing countries, new and more sophisticated trade restricting measures have

been applied in addition to the level of protectionism that hampers exports from
developing countries,

7. The world economic crisis has extracted a heavy toll from all developing
countries, especially those in Africa, which; for historical reasons have, to contend
with large mass of poverty cx,.t living st:aidards uhich provide little nar^in abovcthe

poverty lino, Thoir adjustnoiit ufforts have ror^h<~d and aoactimes exceeded tho

limits of social tolerance and substantial additional concessional finance through
multilateral sources is needed both for adjustment and development.
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8, The adjustment effort required of developing tountries has "been especially

onerous "because of the failure of developed countries to reverse the shocks that

their restrictive macro—economic rod trade policies have inflicted on developing

countries. Consequently, reel interest rates have remained extraordinarily high,

and the demand for developing tountrics exports low; commodity prices and the

terms of tr3*Le of developing countries have remained acutely depressed; and

protectionism has continued to escalate, despite commitments regarding stand

still and roll-bade. The only significant achievement of the policy stance

of the developed countries has been the conquest of inflation - and this has

for the most part been gained r,t the expense of developing countries, through

the downswing in oil and non-oil commodity prices.

9, Thus, the o.bsence of a co-ordinated set of policies directed at growth

together with the deficiencies in the international monetary system which lacks

a truly multilateral and coherent framework, have left the global economy deflated,

and consequently unable .to ensure the revitalization of international trade and

development and. a mutually satisfactory resolution of the debt crisis. At the

same time, the uneven approach being followed to the debt and development crisis,

which parallels and reinforces other asymmetries rjid inequities in the inter

national economic order, militates against a revival of the development process

and renders the debt of developing countries a drag both on the development of

developing countries and on the growth of the world economy as a whole,

10, Developing countries thus cannot share the •omplaccn'cy regarding world

economic trends which prevails in certain quarters in developed countries, which

stems from en inflexible attachment to restrictive and unco—ordinated policies,

regardless of their global ♦onsequences. These consequences are extremely

'dangerous for all, indeed they even pose a threat to the international financial

system and the functioning and credibility of the international trading system.

Thus, the general economic environment induced "by the policies of major '

industrialised countries constitutes an obstacle to the development efforts

of developing countries.

11, More than four years after the emergence of the crisis the approach of

developed creditor countries to the debt problems continues to be inequitable,

one sided and partial. While oDtensiblyncase-"by-case" it has in reality been

based on certain uniform principles vihich fail to address the fundamental'

problems,

#. It has been designed exclusively to protect the short-term interest of

creditors, end has been oblivious to differences in developing countries* capacity

to pay,

-#It has wrongly assumed that the debt crisis stems -from mismanagement try-

debtor countries, and has therefore ignored the need for symmetrical adjustment

in developed and developing countries.
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- It has "been based on simplistic preconceptions regarding appropriate

policies which fail to i^Oce due r.ccount of differences in the stage of development

reached and in social and political conditions,

- Instead of providing debtor countries with sufficient resources to allow

them to strengthen and restructure their productive capacities, it' has required

the economies of debtors to be tightly squeezed to generate en outward transfer

of resources. This has led over and above to negative social impact affecting

stability needed for sustained economic growth*

12. As a result of these flevs, responsibilities for dealing with debt problems

have not boon equitably distributed between the various, parties involved: the

costs of debt service have been borne exclusively ty the developing debtor

countries. Maturity, grace nad consolidation periods ho.ve remained short. The

supply of new finence has sufficed only to keep debtor countries current on

interest payments, allowing little or no margin for income growth even in

per capita terms, accompanied with rigid and inappropriate conditions...

13. As the room for contractionary adjustment has become exhausted.and the

limits"of political and social tolerance reached or even exceeded, recognition

in principle has at last been given to the fact that, without resuming development

debtors will not be able to meet their obligations in the long run regardless of

their aspiration to do so, and moreover, that without external resources,

development and growth cannot be revived. However, there is sheer contradiction

between this reoognition^ in principle of the need to place growth and development

at the centre of the debt strategy and the continued calls upon developing,

countries to make further restrictive adjustments^ The Group of 77 cannot but

perceive an ironic note in these calls when developing countries are forced to

transfer more resources to developed countries than they receive from them.

14. The inadequacy and insufficiency of recent initiatives such as the Baker

initiative is now fully evident. They merely seejr to continue the shift towards

laissez-faire policies in developing countries, by making available only a modest

level of 'involuntary lending' by bcinks naid, now that the IMF has become a net

taker of funds from the developing world, giving an enhanced role to the. World

Bank. It therefore fails to provide a meaningful strategy which would be

commensurate with the scale and nature of the crisis and capable of restoring

creditworthiness and the momentum of growth. It continues to misplace the onus

of adjustment action in debtor countries instead of linking action on the debt

front with action to revitalise the world economy as a whole. The latter would

require co-ordinated action, involving the participation of developing countries,

not just the Group of 5,"to redress the present asymmetry in the international

monetary system, and in particular to reduce real interest rates, strengthen

commodity prices, expand liquidity, improve access to markets, and assure

exchange rate stability. . .
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(a) By overestimating the extent and speed of the1 benefits-that could flow

from the structural policy reforms advocated and from direct foreign investment,

and underestimating the difficulties and drawbacks of each, it calls for further

heavy sacrifices from the populations of debtor countries.

(b) It fails to recognize the need to tailor debt service costs to debt

servicing capacity.

(c) It fails to assure an adequate supply, of resources, either .from the

private banks 5 or through the World Bank, in particular the special facility for

Sub-Saharan Africa, or through the IMF's structural adjustment facility, Both

these facilities are very small in the light of their stated objectives. The

speoi?.l facility for Sub-Saharan Africa,, for example, has already committed more

than half of its resources in the first year of its activity and will be

discontinued effective July 1987.

15« For most developing countries the debt situation remains the most severe

strain on growth. Perspectives are gloomy if the framework is not changed since

for a number of developing countries debt obligations exceed the capacities of

their economies. What is even more intolerable is the increasing conditonality

attached to tho remaining and highly insufficient financial flows to developing

countries, which often tends to undermine their independence and sovereignty in

the choice of their development priorities and their social and political system.

16. Financing is needed. Funds must be mobilized and net: instruments need to

be devised to stop and reverse the negative transfer of resources now taking

place, which prevents any accumulation of capital* No efficiency in the use of

resources through structural adjustment can offset the siphoning of resources as

a result of their transfer abroad* Without resources there can be no expansion

and without expansion it will bo impossible to create tho dynamic climate needed

to stimulate investment, the only path to growth.,

17 • However, the magnitude of the problem is such that oxi increase'in external

financial flows alone would not be sufficient for its solution* Parallel and

co-ordinated action is needed to louer interest rates, ease the liquidity shortage

experienced by developing countries, raise commodity prices, achieve exchange rate

stability, increase and improve access to developed countries markets for products

of developing countries etc. Co—ordination needed to redress the present asymmetry

in the functioning of the international monetary system,, The aim of the systom-

to equitably serve the international community - cannot be achieved with the present

extremely high concentration of decision - making power among a few most developed

countries* Co—ordination is inconceivable without the active participation of the

developing countries. The world 7011 no longer sit back and watch a spectacle in

which the fate of all is decided by the few.
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Objectives of the Group of 77

18. The Group of 77 sees UKCTAD VII as a major and much needed opportunity

to reach concerted and action-oriented agreements on the following main issues

in the area of financial resources for development and related monetary issues.

A* Setting up an effective and credible development-oriented

debt management strategy; aimed at reaching a global, and lasting

solution of the debt^problem of the, developing: countries. There is

no contradiction between the need for such a global solution and the

particular attention to be paid" to the economic situation, development

perspectives and debt service capacities of individual indebted

developing countries. Since there is a recognition in principle of

the need to place growth and development at the center of a viable

debt strategy, the task before UNCTAD "VII is to identify all its

components and to promote their translation into practice. Such a

strategy implies dialogue, ro-recponsibility and enhanced co-operation

between all the parties concerned - governments of developed creditor

and developing debtor countries, international financial institutions

and banks, as well as equitable and symmetric adjustment-. The right

approach cannot be merely a technical one» It has to take account

of the various political, economic and social aspects of the problem

so as to allow the adoption of adequate policies and redraft

measures. All parallel actions should be promoted which are

indispensable for the success of such a strategy, including increased

access to markets of developing countries' exports> lower real

interest rates, strengthened and stabilised commodity prices,

more stable and aligned exchange rates and more vigorous end growth-

oriented macro—economic policies in major developed countries,,

B„ Revitalizing; all channels cjMTiriancial Hows to developing

cagntri.eB.; PDA, other official flows., bank-lending; and private

investments Both the volume and the quality of ODA should be

increased and concrete commitments achieved in pursuance of inter

nationally agreed targets. Other bilateral and multilateral flows, especially

at concessional terms, from developed to developing countries as well

as bank-lending should be resumed at a pabe providing not only for the

maintenance of their debt servicing capacity, but more importantly,
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permitting a growth gj^^oir-xoitput and .investmentsr.vthu.s..;iena&ing to a

decisive revitalization of their development process. The need for

concessional flows bei-:.g particularly felt by the developing countries

which" suffer" from' tn'e h'"dnd'icnp"b;f nieiss poverty,, revitHiization of suph

~Tinancial assistancV'should' be accorded"high priority'!^-' the' interC. '

national community, An improved economic environment and. better-..

development prospects, of developing countries should encourage more

substantive foreign investments, to be channelled so as to facilitate the

achievement of objectives set up by the developing countries themselves.

Augumented resources should be provided to the international

financial institutions, so as to enable them to play the leading role in

development finance. Consensus should be achieved on the desirable

attributes of c, more ..eff&otive end more development-oriented financial

■"systemv~'"Suclr"a~ system'snould'be1 chei'ac^erized'by longer "maturities.

increased certainty as to the cost of 'borrowingj/a "more" stable" patTerrTin

the 'flow of resources, capacity to respond 'quicfclyr.to' the' changing

capital requirements of developing countries and more diversity in the;

sources of finance,

'..V* . Promoting the reform of the international monetary system so as to

-mafcc it- tTulystablet| multilateral! equitable and rosponsive to the

■deyelo^ment needs of developing gauntries. .. Regardless of the dynamic of

the reform, i^crc:\sod international liquidity should urgently be provided

through, inter alia, a nor: substantial SUR allocation while maintaining

the unconditional nature of the SDRO "Allocations should be linked to tho
development needs of developing countries.

All the above objectives have.a common .aim: halting the net transfer

of resources from developing countries to developed countries and inter

national fiancial institutions and restoring and increasing net financial

flows to developing countries. This implies enhanced "end" equitable

international cooperation in the field of money and fincnoe. ' UKCTAD has

a unique role to play in this context being the essential forum for the

consideration of financial and'monetary questions related to trade and

development. Consequently, one of the important tasks fbefore UNCTAD VII

is to translate the elements contained in General Assembly resolution 41/202

of 8 December 1986 on the external debt and development into a broader set

of more concrete operational guidelines and action oriented measures.
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3* Policies and measures proposed cry the Group of 77

19. The Group of 77 should ask that a firm agreement be reached at

UNCT/kD VII on tho urgent necessity to bring about a more stable and development

supportive international economicenyironment "ty increasing the growth rate

of the world economy, assuring cubstantially larger apcoss to markets of

developed countries for developing countries1 exports, strengthening and

stabilizing commodity prices, revitalising all channels of financial flows

from developed to developing countries, increasing international liquidity,

lowering real interest rates and stabilizing exchange rates, attaining

equitable international monetary syctem and elaborating and forcefully

implementing a viable development oriented debt strategy.

20. ill^ .countries participating in UNCTAJ) VII should unambiguously commit

themselves to such an agreement. This, however^ cannot detract from the

primary responsibility of developed countries for its implementation, due to

the overwhelming impact of their macro—economic, trade, fiscal and monetary

policies on the international economic environment*

21, The above general agreement, in order to be meaningful and effective,

sEould be accompanied by more concrete agreements on throe main sets of urgent

policies and measures. Though they arc ...closely interrelated, for thfe purpose

of clarity, those +h?-cc sots :culd classified, and presented as follows:

A. POLICIES JOT TISASURES ABED AT THE ELABORATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OP

A GROWTH ORIENTED STRATEGY FOR TACKLING THE PROBLEMS OF DEBT AND

DEVELOPMENT, BASED OH THE CONCEPT OP SHARED RESPONSIBILITY,

POLITICAL DIALOGUE AND COORDINATION AMONG ALL THE PARTIES CONCERNED:

(KJVERNHENTS OP DEVELOPED CREDITOR AND DEVELOPING DEBTOR COUNTRIES,

INTERNATIONAL FIANCIAL INSTITUTIONS AND BANKS. THESE MEASURES SHOULD,

INTER ALIAt INCLUDE:

(i) improving rescheduling exercises by Eubtair'cisllx extending

repayment, grace and consolidation periods and talcing account of the

flows of export earnings of indebted developing countries;
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(ii) ensuring that the consolidation period* on average, is at least

10 years particularly for countries relying primarily on official

or officially guaranteed flows for financing development programmes;

(iii) further ensuring that the consolidated amounts cover debt service

payments associated with both official and private debt and pay

particular attention to short-term debt and to payments arrears £

(iv) eliminating the stock of payments arrears with the active assistance

and support of multilateral institutions who should be invited'to

fund a substantial proportion of such arrears;

(v) ensuring that no donor or institution becomes a net recipient of

_ funds from developing African countries during the period 1987-1990;

(vi) making sure that in the context of debt rescheduling operations,

indebted developing countries will not be asked to adopt economic

philosophies and concepts which are incompatible with their economic

r and social systemss

(vii) guaranteeing thats under no circumstances,will concessions on

old debt result in the reduction or suspension of new financial flows;

(viii) extension of multi-year rescheduling agreements, which should include

repayment not only of principal but also of interest, be applied to

both official and officially-guaranteed debt and to debt owed to

commercial banks9 and incorporating World Bank co-financing and

guarantees of commercial bank loans?

(ix) elimination of the requirement of a preliminary agreement with the

IMF for the negotiation of multiyear rescheduling of debt service in

the Paris Club?

(x) establishment of a framework with respect to official debt wherein

interested developing countriess prior to debt renegotiations in the

customary fofas would be enabled to consider with official bilateral

and multilateral creditors as well as the relevant private creditors

their economic situation and medium-term development
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(xi) differentiating existing debt from new credit flows for the

purpose of determining interest rates^

(xii) establishing, as appropriates a relationship between the amount of debt

service and Che'growth of GNP9 and other relevant indicators of the

economic situation of indebted developing countries such as commodity

prices, thus adjusting debt service to the real payment capacity of

each developing country?

(xiii) limiting debt service payments to a percentage of export earnings

which would be compatible with the development needs and economic

and social requirements of each indebted developing country;

(xiv) a moratorium of at least 5 years of debt servicing of both public

and private lenders including the conversion of a substantial part of

the debt service.obligations of African countries into grants^

(xv) immediate and full implementation of Conference resolution 161(VI)a

Trade and Development Board resolutions 165(S-IX) concerning retroactive

adjustment of terms and 222(XXI) concerning agreed features for debt

reorganizat ion;

(xvi) immediate implementation of the recommendations of the mid-term global

review of the SNPA for the 1930s held in 1985?

(xvii) urgent adoption of more innovative solutions for the debt problems of

developing countries. In this context, the problems of countries in

Sub-Saharan Africa and of least developed countries should be paid

particular attention. Such solutions should include long-ne;^ reschedul

ing on less onerous termss the conversion of part of the debt into grants

ands writing-off of the debt particularly for the least developed countries

countries;

(xviii) inviting the creditor developed countries the multilateral financialB

monetary and banking institutions to ae'ept urgently concrete measures

in order to solve Africa's external debt problem at continental level.
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(xix) unconditional provision by multilateral development lending institutions

of debt relief measures for least developed countries, at least equal

to their debt service obligations to these institutions;

(xx) parallel and equally intensive international action in view of a

growth-oriented solution of the debt problem of heavily indebted

developing countries;

(xxi) establishing with additional resources a new credit facility in the

IMF to expand the CFF to alleviate the debt service burden caused by

high real interest rates and other excessive servicing costs %

(xxii) setting ups within the IMF and other multilateral institutions9 of new

mechanisms to help those developing countries which, because of adverse

exogenous factors, are not able;to-repay their obligations to these

institutions according to a fixed schedule;

(xxiii) inviting the Trade and Development Board to review and monitor on a

regular basis decisions and measures concerning developing countries debt

POLICIES AND MEASURES AIMED AT SUBSTANTIALLY INCREASING THE FLOWS OF i.'

FINANCIAL RESOURCES FROM DEVELOPED TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES PROVIDED BY

MULTILATERAL INSTITUTIONS\ EXPORT CREDIT AGENCIES, OBA DONOR COUNTRIES s THE

BANKING SYSTEM AND FOREIGN INVESTORS. THESE MEASURES SHOULD, INTER ALIA,

INCLUDES

(i) easing the liquidity shortage experienced by developing countries by

agreeing in the IMF on a new substantial SDR allocation totalling no less

than 15 billion SDRs and ensuring the unconditional nature of SDRs as well

as their link to the development needs of developing countries5

(ii) substantially easing the eonditionality criteria of the international

financial institutions ensuring that any co-ordination between the IMF9

the World Bank and other multilateral financial institutions does not

lead to cross-conditionality;
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(iii) proceeding urgently with a general increase of the capital of the

World Banks whose volume9 as a minimum* should enable the achievement

of a lending growth rate of 6.5 per cent per annum in real terms;

(iv) reversing the decline in IDA resources through assuring their substantial

replenishment and rise in real terms and preserving and improving the

quality of IDA resources;

(v) ensuring a predictable and higher replenishment of the resource of IFAD

through increased contributions of developed contributing countries;

(vi) urging the World Bank to mobilize additional resource commitments from

donor countries for Africa; ;

(vii) strengthening the regional development banks of developing

countries especially the African Development Bank and its^ Fund
through inter alia increasing their capital while maintaining the

essential development and regional characteristics of these bankss .

Similarly there should be an increase in their funds and other

concessional resources:

(viii) redoubling efforts by developed countries to achieve as quickly as

possible the internationally agreed target of 0.7 per cent of their

GNP for Official Development Assistance to developing countries as

called for in the International'Development Strategy for the Third

United Nations Development Decades full implementation by developed

countries of their commitment to provide 0.15 per cent of their GNP as

ODA to the least developed countries as called for by thesNPA. ODA

should be placed on an increasingly assured, continous and predictable

basis;

(i*) urging governments of developed countries to encourage their commercial

banks to resume and increase lending to developing countries, specially

in support of their own efforts to increase output and'expbrts;
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(x) enhancing the flow of foreign investments to developing countries in

accordance with the development objectives set up by the host countries

themselves;

(xi) increasing the flow of resources in real terms to African countries in

accordance with the decisions contained in the United Nations Programme of

Action for African Economic Recovery and Development adopted by the

United Nations General Assembly on critical economic situation in Africa.

(xii) Addressing the leakages in the multiplier effect in developing countries

by getting donor agencies to intensify the use of local expertise in

developing countries in the execution of projects financed oy loans or

grants provided by developed countries.

C. POLICIES AND MEASURES AIMED AT ESTABLISHING AN EQUITABLE, STABLE AND DEVELOPMENT

SUPPORTIVE INTERNATIONAL MONETARY SYSTEM. THESE MEASURES SHOULD INTER ALIA
INCLUDE: '

■- (i) early convening of the International Conference on Money and Finance for

development with universal participation^

(ii) other parallel actions in view of the establishment of stable and

responsive international monetary systems and in particulars

(a) effective multilateral surveillance to ensure equitable and

symmetric international adjustment;

(b) concerted action for the supply of adequate international liquidity

on an increasingly assureds continuous and predictable basis

consistent with the growth requirements of the world economy and

meeting in particular the needs of the developing countries;

(c) -relaxitffe IMF's conditionality criteria from demand deflation to

growth oriented adjustment^

(d) expansion of the Compensatory Financing Facility;

(e) continuation and further improvement of the enlarged access policy,

necessitated inter alia by the inadequacy of quotas;

(f) advancement of the ninth review of IMF quotas in view of the fact

that the eighth review fell short of requirements;

(g) increasing the voting share and level of participation of developing

countries in the decision-making process of international monetary

and financial institutions.
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ITEM 8(B) OF TEE PROVISIONAL AGENDA FOR UNCTAD VII

COMMODITIES

I, Review of the situation in the area of commodity trade

22 „ The importance of commodity exports for the African economies and their

dependence on a few primary commodities for export earnings makes African countries

particularly vulnerable to the elements of supply and demand as well as fluctua

tions in prices. .

23. Africa's commodity exports are as follows: food and beverages^abfotrt 55

per centv. minerals and metals3 about 30 per cent agricultural raw material including

tropical timber,about 15 per cent. Compared to other regions,tropical beverages which

provide '"VctA than one-fourth of commodity export earnings ire especially important

Over the last 15 years the annual average growth rate of world trade has been

particularly slow or negative for major export commodities of Africa. What is

more important from the point of Africa is that there has been a general fall in

the proportion of world exports of these commodities supplied by African countries.

24. Under the present economic conditions where various commodities are in an

oversupply situation in the world market9 the relatively slow growth of African

production and exports has allowed other exporters to secure higher export

earnings than they would have been able to9 had Africa maintained comparable export

growth rates. . ,..

25. The higher dependence of Africa on commodity trade poses serious problems

of development in view of the low level of processing and manufacturing.

Furthermore Africa's commodity trade continues to be governed by general world

trends9 in particular, those in developed industrialized countries which are the

main market outlets for African exports. There are several factors explaining

the commodity trends in Africa. One of them is the influence and mementum of

technology, which has resulted in shifts in the international competitiveness

of African commodities, both in the short and long run;, with synthetics and

substitutes. ' ■ ■ ' ■ ■: - ■
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26. Declining foreign exchange earnings in Africa have seriously curtailed

the region's capacity to import. Promopted by the need to conserve foreign

exchange, many African Governments were compelled to restrict importss

thereby curtailing development and the standard of living of their peoples.

For a majority of African countries importing capital goods and

other necessary inputs9 this restriction on imports resulted in a crisis of under-

utilization of existing capacities in both the agriculture and industry subsectors

supporting agriculture. When export capacity was thus curtailed, there was a

further drop in foreign exchange earnings.

27. Two-thirds of developing countries8 export earnings come frora commodities.

One of the .alarming features of the economic recession of the first half of the

1980s has been the persistent decline in the prices of primary commodities.

Despite a short-lived world recovery in 1983-1934, the general trend for commodi

ties has been a sharp down-wing. Thus, the annual average index in 1985 in

current United States dollars was nearly 32 per cent lower than at the beginning

of the decade, representing an annual average fall of 7.5 per cent. In real terms,

-this annual average represented 4.5 per cent annual decline which cumulated in

1985 to 20 per cent lower than in .1380. This declining trend has continued

through 1986, According to the International Monetary Fund, real commodity prices

in 1981-1985 average 7 per cent below the level of 1930 and 16 per cent below

the average for 1960-1930. In terms of SDRss by the final quarter of 1985, the

price index for conmodities was more than 10 per cent below the level of 1980.

This fall in the index is the lowest level since the Second World War.

23. The major factors which have influenced commodity markets are both cyclical

and structural. Cyclical factors include macro-economic policies of developed

countries as reflected inter alia in exchange rate fluctuations and high real

interest rates. Structural factors also include macro-economic policies of

developed countries such as subsidies and support price mechanisms, protectionist

measures as well as technological developments and substitution. All have

contributed to the persistent downward fall of prices.
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29, In addition to this, the developed countries havessharply curtailed t'fieir

import needs through increased production of various commodities. Protectionist

measures and other massive support policies for domestic'producers as well as

strategic objective have encouraged production and generated large surpluses of

agricultural products and increased the stock of minerals and metals in the

developed market economy countries, placing the commodities of developing countries

at a competitive disadvantage and adversely affecting commodity prices.

30. In this connection, it is interesting to note that while developing countries

have together earned about $US 75 billion annually from their agricultural commo

dity exports during the past few years, the United States, the European Economic

Community and Japan have spent approximately $US 42 billion annually on their

agricultural support prograrDmes.

31,. Protectionist measures introduced by the developed countries have shut-off

commodity markets, as for example the EEC market for meat and the reduction of

the. sugar market in the USA through quota restrictions. Internal taxes on tropical

products have also put these products at a disadvantage vis-a-vis the alternative

products originating in the developed countries. Such taxes also have negative

influences on the consumption of these products.

32. The economic recovery of the developed countries from the recession of the

early 1980s was not strong or long enough to influence the commodity economy

significantly. It therefore failed to carry with it a parallel increase in the

level of aggregate demand of commodities and export earnings and import capaci

ties of the developing countries.

33. Mother factor which has forced down the prices of commodities was the

deflationary policies of the developed countries which were launched as from the

end of the last decade. The losses in export earnings incurred by developing

countries, as a result of such policy measures, were directly linked to more than

half the fall in the rate of increase in consumer prices in O.E.C.D. countries

between 1930 and 1984 alone.
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34. Ths sharp deterioration in the prices of commodities in contrast to the

relative rise in the prices of manufactured products of developed countries

resulted in considerable losses in the terms of trade of developing countries

reducing the contribution of the external sector to economic growth and develop

ment .

35. It should also be stressed that exchange rate fiuctions have disruptive

influences on the prices of commodities and impose additional management and

adjustment responsibilities on developing countries. Concerted economic action

by the industrialized countries has led to the recent decline in the value of the

US$ with respect to most major currencies. However, commodity prices have not

reacted and remained acutely depressed. This has inflicted an additional burden

on the African countries whose export commodities are mostly priced in this

currency.

36. In this context and in view of the decline of prices and the subsequent

shortfall in export earnings, a number of developing countries resorted to

increasing their commodity exports in the hope of maintaining their import

capacity and facing their financial obligations.

37. Globally, rising stock levels, with interruptions in 1979 and 19839 and

increasing production have outrun consumption ever since 1973. Although there.,

were some variations between the various product groups, the cyclical down ■

turn in consumption was much more marked and the subsequent recovery failed to

close the gap.

38. Competition over a narrow range of products in a limited and depressed

market, therefore, often led to market gluts and consequently to price sluraps.

39, There is a close link between comnodity export earnings and the accumul

ation of debt and rising debt services. The fall in commodity prices and

therefore the severe balance~of-paynents difficulties of developing countries

combined with escalated interest rates led to accelerated debt accumulation

and heightened debt service payments. The high proportion of debt service
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payments in relation to foreign.exchange receipts of developing countries has

limited their import capacities and thus investment and growth.

40. The cumulative loss of developing countries in export earnings due to

the falls in the prices of non-oil commodities for the period 1930-1984 amounts

nearly to $US 40 billion. This should be seen against the increasing burden of

interest and amortization payments which exceeded $ 137 billion dollars during

the same period,

41. In 1985S for examples debt service payments amounted to 132 per cent of

coiinaodity export earnings, demonstrating the crucial problem faced by developing

countries in payment of their external debts and in impeding their growth and

development. Apart from its social and political consequences9 this situation has

led to a lack of investment in the commodity sector, further reducing the

competitiveness of the developing producing countries. Furthermore, the tariff

escalation and non-tariff barriers which face the processed and semi-processed

products from developing countries in developed country markets, constitute a

major obstacle to diversification and industrialization efforts of these countries.

42. The fact is that developing countries have become net exporters of capital.

The net transfer of financial resource from the developing countries to the

developed countries rose more than tenfold from $ 7 billion to $ 74 billion between

1981 and 1985.

43. Given this alarming situations any effort aimed at revitalising growth and

development of developing countries should lend particular focus to the critical

short-aand long-terra issues of commodities.

II. Review of the Implementation of the Integrated Programme for Commodities

44. The IVth Conference of UNCTAD, in 1976, approved resolution 93(IV) containing

the Integrated Prograraie for Commodities (IPC).

45. The two subsequent conferences adopted the following resolutions:

No, 124 (V) On the implementation of the IPC - Omnibus

resolution*
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No. 125(V) On compensatory financing of export

and 157 (VI) earnings shortfalls»

No". 155(VI) Implementation of the IPC in the area of stabilization
and strengthening of commodity markets3 and

Mo. 156 (VI) Implementation of the IPC in the area of processing,

marketing and distributions including transportation.

46. Due to the lack of political will on the part of developed countries much

of the envisaged actions still remain unfulfilled and progress since the last

Conference has been particularly distressing.

II. A- Stabilizing and strengthening of commodity markets

1. Commodity Agreements and Arrangements Negotiated or Renegotiated

in the Framework of UHCTAD

47. Ten years after the adoption of the IPC much still remains to be desired.

Eleven of the eighteen products in the IPC are not covered by commodity agreements

and only 3 of the 7 which are covered contain stabilization clauses.

AS. Since UNCTAD VIS cocoas rubber^ olive oil9 sugar and tropical timber have

undergone processes of negotiation or renegotiation while the International Tin

Agreement haS collapsed. Agreements concluded earlier also cover jute and coffee -

a product Which is contained in the IPC but is not negotiated in the framework of

UNCTAD. Among these is the International Coffee Agreement which has currently broken-up

due to the intransigence of the main consumer countries ... thus causing .havoc .to

the economies of many African9 Latin American and Asian countries. Similar situations

are threatening other important commodi ies also- These developments are a matter

of grave concern to very many countries. Therefore the Conference urges that these

agreements should be adhered to until the IPC comes into full effect covering all

commodities. Although the IPC embraces a variety of stabilization and development

measuresj most of the progress achieved is in the latter aspect. In some cases,

agreements providing for co-operation in development measures in areas such as

productivity improvement, research and development including new end-usesB generic

market promotions market transparency and the like have been emphasized. It

should be stressed that a variety of measures and mechanisms that would strengthen

the commodity economy through market stabilization and product development need

parallel emphasis.
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49. The conclusions of the eleventh regular session of the Committee on Commodi

ties (December, 1985) relate, inter alia, to supply management measures, buffer

stock financing needss producing and consuming countries supports in defending

prices, structuring of price ranges relevant to the provisions of the IPC9 need

to address both development and stabilizations measures as appropriate, minimiz

ing distruption while buying for and selling from non-commerical stockpiles.

2O Commodities not covered by ICAs

50. Intergovernmental work is at a standstill for most of the 11 IPC commodities

not covered by ICAs - of which six are agricultural commodities (bananass cotton,

bar fibres, vegetable oilss tea and meat) and five are minerals and metals

(bauxites copper, iron ores manganese and phosphates). Furthermore, tin is

also an addition to the above list since its Council has collapsed as a result of

financing and over supply problems.

51. For some agricultural commodities discussions are in deadlock, in the case

of others only limited progress have been achieved. This limited progress so

far achieved relates essentially to the identification and elaboration of- some

developmental programmes and projects. However, even these programmes and pro

jects could not be implemented for lack of financial resources.

52.' In conformity with resolution 22 (XI) adopted by the Committee on Commodities

the Secretary-General of UNCTAD undertook some consultations with a view to

convening ad-hoc review meetings before UNCTAD VII. However, no significant

results have merged and the secretariat continues to pursue informal consultations.

3O The Common Fund for Commodities

53. The successful conclusion of the Agreement for the establishment of the

Common Fund for Commodities, on 27 June 1930 was undoubtedly one of the most,

positive steps t.aken to implement the IPC, . „ , .

54. However, while the minimum number of 90 countries required to bring the Fund

into operation has already been surpassed, the capital requirement has not yet

been achieved. This is particularly because of the fact that some major
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contributing countries have either not signed the agreement and/or they have

not ratified it. In this connection, it is regrettable that the USA has announced

its decision not to ratify the agreement.

II. B. Processingg Marketing and Distribution

55. In response to Conference resolution 124(V) the UNCTAD secretariat prepared

four studies containing ideas and elements of a cross-commodity framework nature.

Tw6 of them outline general approaches to frameworks of international co-operation

in the area of PHDS while the two recent studies elaborated the specific elements

of the frameworks for international co-operation both in the field of processing

and in the area of marketing and distribution. In addition^ studies on particular

aspects of the marketing of commodities were made available to the-:meetingss one

on contractual marketing and the other on the operation of commodity exchanges.

56. The fourth session of the Permanent Sub-Committee of the Committee on

Commodities and the second special session of the Committee on Commodities held in

February 1985 were convened by the Secretary-General of UNCTAD pursuant to

Conference resolution 156(VI)9 unanimously adopted at UNCTAD VI in July 1983.

Conscious of the urgent need to facilitate the diversification of their exports

and to increase the participation of developing countries in the processing

marketing and distribution including transportation (PMD) of their export commodi

ties, all States members of UNCTAD recognized in that resolution that it was

necessary to accelerate the rhythm of negotiations on the issue.

57. The Permanent Sub-Committee, at its various sessions9 discussed the nature

and intensity of problems and remedial approachess drawing lessons from studies

on the FMD of individual commodities.

58. Progress of work on the elaboration of frameworks of international co-opera

tion on processing and marketing was initially delayed by divergences of view

between the Group of 77 and Group B about procedure. Group BJs view was that

the whole series of studies on the 18 commodities included in the provisional list

of the Integrated Programme for Commodities would have to be completed before an

evaluation of the cross-commodity problems was possible and the consideration

of cross-commodity solutions could commence. The Group of 77 held the view that
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countries1 increased participation in processing and marketing was already well

known. It therefore urged that the secretariat proceed expeditiously with the

preparation of draft frameworks of international co-operation but nevertheless

agreed that work on a commodity-by-commodity basis should also continue.

59. The Committee at its second special session, discussed extensively the

question of an elaboration of the elements of the frameworks for processing,

marketing and distribution including transportation. No breakthrough was achieved,

however, as regards an agreed approach to tackle the issue. The second special

session ended with the Group of 77 and Group B individually submitting proposals.

At the eleventh session of the Committee on Commodities a sessional committee was

established to pursue the elaboration of the elements of frameworks. In the wake

of further difficulties in achieving breakthrough a working pary was established

to make further attemtps to elaborate the elements of the frameworks.

60. In accordance with Agreed Conclusion 24(XI)» the Working Party on Processing

Marketing and Distribution, including Transportation, met from 29 September to

3 October 1986, to continue examination of the area of technical assistance and

human resources development began during the eleventh session of the Committee

on Commodities. The Working Party had before it a Report by the UNCTAD

secretariat containing an examination of general and specific principles at the

international level existing for the area under discussion, and of the principal

avenues through which technical assistance arid human resources development are

stimulated at the nationals regional and international levels. It also had a

document containing replies from international organisations concerning their

activities in the area under discussion. The Group of 77 submitted a paper con

taining proposed draft principles on technical assistance and human resources

development on 29 September, 1986. However, the Group B countries demonstrated

once again that they were not prepared to enter into serious negotiations and

submitted a number of their own proposals requesting numerous studies to be made

by the UNCTAD secretariat and an amount of information to be submitted by .

developing countries,

61."' The UNCTAD secretariat by way of information made it clear that the studies

requested could not be realized in any reasonable way in a limited time to enable

work to continue before the Vllth session of the Conference. At the conclusion
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of the Working Party's scheduled meeting Group B submitted a formal proposal to

be annexed to the report of the Working Party.

62. The Working Party neither reached any reasonable conclusion nor made any

progress in reaching any understanding as to how to pursue the matter.

63. it iss therefores necessary to agree on a basis on which to continue the

elaboration of the lements of the framework on PMD including transportation,

II, C. Compensatory finance

64. Pursuant to the request of the United Nations Conference on Trade and

Development in resolution 157(VI)9 an Expert Group on Compensatory Financing of

export earnings shortfalls met in 19S4, In its report, the Expert Group found

that export earnings instability^, when high and sustained over a long period9

has adverse effects on the commodity producing sectors; the developing countries

and the world economy as a whole and that in order to deal with commodity in

stability, policy measures should address the causes of commodity-specific supply

instability and not just the effects. In consequence9 the Group considered that

a new compensatory financing facility was needed in order to help developing

countries overcome commodity related export earnings shortfalls caused by all

factors s including external ones*.

**5' An intergovernmental Group was created by the Trade and Development Board

to discuss the roles and modalities of any additional complementary facility.

The Intergovernmental Group met in July 1986 but did not complete its work. On

that occasions the Group of 77 while recognizing supply as a factor affecting

commodity export earnings shortfallss stated that deraand9 protectionism, and

prices play a very important role among causes of this problem and should be

addressed by a new compensatory facility.,

II. Do Areas of the IPC in which no action has been taken

lo Access to Developed Countries Markets

66. Trade restrictive measures adopted by the developed countries have been

major impediments for commodities in their natural or in processed and/or semi-

processed forms. These restrictive measures includes
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(a) Government support policies for producers in the developed

countries,

(b) Tariff, non-tariff barriers and internal taxes.

67. Agricultural support policies of the developed countries provide incentives

which have resulted in excess production of agricultural commodities. The

financial cost of these support policies amount to almost two-thirds of developing

countries' earnings from exports of agricultural commodities. These policies

adversely affected agricultural producers of developing countries.

68• Tariff and non-tariff barriers - which include countervailing duties, import

licensings seasonal bans, voluntary export restrictions, explicit quotas, variable

levies, sanitary regulations and size, qualitys labelling and packaging regula

tions,, and origin rules - are major impediments to developing countries trade.

63 - The GATT Ministerial Conference in 1932 adopted a Declaration by which the

developed countries were commited to a standstill and roll-back of their protec

tionist policies. However, a review of the situation since the adoption of that

declaration proves that trade liberalization for commodity exports of developing

countries has not taken place-

70• The Committee on Agriculture of the GATT had made a recommendation for an

elaboration of conditions under which substantially, all measures affecting trade

in agriculture would be brought under operationally more effective GATT rules with

particular reference to improving access to markets and to bringing export

competition under greater discipline including bringing export subsidies and other

forms of assistance within the purview of effective GATT rules.

The !Punta del Este[I Ministerial Declaration includes negotiations on

agricultural, natural resource based and tropical products. While their

inclusion among the major issues of the negotiation is a welcome development,

there is, however, need for a greater degree of political will on the part of

the developed countries to achieve the desired goals. The developing countries,

therefore, should press the issue at every available opportunity.
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72. Parallel to this is the question of access to developed countries markets

for developing countries* resource-based processed and semi-processed products.

The long-term solution to the problems of the commodity sector lies9 inter-alias

in the industrial processing of commodities. Industrial processing will defi

nitely depend for the short- and raedium-terraB at leasts on the markets of

developed countries. Thus9 access to these markets is a decisive factor. In

this context, tariff escalations as well as non-tariff barriers constitute major

obstacles to industrialisation efforts of developing countries,

73. The generalized system of preferences established with a view to granting

favourable access to developing countries products on non-discriminatory and

non-reciprocal basis has fallen far short of expections,

74. Expanded product coverage and tariff cuts, affecting particularly those

products of export interest to the developing countries not adequately covered

in the agricultural and industrial sectors and products of interest to the LDCs?

have not been realized in order to gain optimum benefits from the opportunities

offered by the scheme. Moreover^ in spite of some appreciable improvements made by

some developed countries in their schemess many others have eroded the limited

treatment they have extended to developing countries, including the withdrawal

of preferences to some developing countries on various pretexts. Consequentlys

the proportion of dutiable imports receiving preferential treatment has stagnated

at around an average of 25 per cent.

75. Market access for commodities and commodity-based manufactured and semi

manufactured exports of developing countries9 is therefore, one of the most

important areas of the Integrated Programme for Commodities in which appropriate

action must be taken.

2. Diversification of Exports

76. The Integrated Programme for Commodities has,, as its main objective, the

diversification of production in developing countriess including food productions

and the expansion of processing of primary products in developing countries with

a view to promoting their industrialization and increasing their export earnings.
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77. In view of the fact that concrete action has not been taken so fars new

initiatives are justified by, at least, the following points:;

.(a) Developing countries have become nat importers of food, particularly

grains. Unless these countries are, at least, able to achieve, self-

sufficiency in food production the combined impact of food, energy

imports and debt servicing will take the greater part, if not all,

of their earnings from a limited number of export commodities.

(b) The excessive dependence of many developing countries, particularly

the least developed among them, on one or two commodities has made them

vulnerable not only to the vagaries of the commodity markets but also

to various kinds of natural and nan-made disasters. The more diversified

the export-base, the less are the chances of damage to the terms of

trade of developing countries, in particular the LDCs.

78. Such new initiatives should be relevant particularly considering the

emphasis given by the United nations Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery

and Development 1936-1990, on layins the foundation on durable structural changes,

improved levels of productivity and ensuring rapid recovery. Among the improve

ments envisaged in the external environment is, inter alia, increasing the

..capacity of African countries to process, market, distribute and transport their

exports. This applies also to all non-African least developed countries.

3. Synthetics and Substitutes

79. The impact of substitution of natural products by synthetics and' other

substitutes has increasingly been felt during the last two decades. Dwindling

demand patterns in the developed market economy countries have been experienced

for all those agricultural and mineral products for which substitutes have been

introduced. These commodities include sugar, cocoa, abaca, sisal, jute, wood,

cotton, and minerals such as tin, copper and iron ore,

80. New technologies have produced savings on raw material use. The amount

of raw materials used per unit of output has dropped for some commodities.

Recycling of products has tended to reduce the demand for new primary products
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as feed-stocks. These developments often took place behind protective shields

and support programmes in developed countries.

81. Consequently, commodity exports of deveveloping countries have been

impaired while technology has not been directed towards the development of new

end-uses.

4. Disposal of Non-Commerical Inventories

82, The Final Act of the first session of UNCTAD stated that the sale of

surplus inventories and stockpiles accumulated in developed countries should be

effected in accordance with internationally determined criteria which would ensure

that such sales do not distort international trade. It was subsequently agreed by

the Committee on Commodities (Decision 4(V)) that disposals of strategic reserves and

other non-coomercial inventories of primary commodities should be conducted in

such a way as to avoid or minimize the possible adverse effects upon the trade and

development of producing countries as well as on commodity markets. To this end

disposals were to be made in consultation with governments of producing countries

and taking into accounts among other factors9 demand and supply conditions. At

its sixth session UNCTAD considered the issue once again and in this sense adopted

resolution 155(VI), paragraph 14,

83= Experience has shown that even small disposals of reserves have negative

influences on prices. In the light of such experiences and in view of the fact

that most, if not all, developed countries dispose of their stockpiles without due

consultations with producers and in the light of large quantities of stockpiles

held by the developed countries,, both for strategic and non-strategic reasons, the

threat posed by such holdings is real. Furthermore, there is the danger of simulta

neous release of stocks-

III. Conclusions and P.eco'nraendations : '

84. There is a consensus view that a complex interplay of different factors

has contributed to the present alarming trend in the commodity markets. Although

it has been accepted that prices have been deterci.ned to a significant extent by
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demand and supply conditions on individual commodity markets, macro-economic

policies of the developed countries are mainly responsible for the negative

developments that have been described in the foregoing chapters, and which include

inter alia protectionism, subsidies and support price schemes, inflation first

and then deflation, high real interest rates and volatile exchange rates. Also

contributing to the down turn in prices were shifts in private and industrial

consumption patterns. There are no encouraging sip,ns that these policies will be

changed in order to achieve a fundamental improvmenet in commodity prices in the

foreseable future. Although many of the factors mentioned are structural they

are, with the exception of the changes in consumption patterns, eminently

reversible. The current trend towards less commodity intensive use in industry and

technological changes towards substitute products should be addressed squarely.

85. ■ In addition, the linkage between the situation in the area of commodities

and debt crisis shows that only with a favourable international trade environment

in the area of commodities, will developing countries be able to promote development

and to face their financial obligations.

,86. This present difficult situation of low commodity prices and the wide

range of commodity related problems faced by developing countries fully confirm

the continued validity of the objectives and international measures agreed

to in resolution 93(IV) on the Integrated Programme' for Commodities and makes

even more urgent its implementation,

87. liarket regulatory measures have not been effective enough to curb these

negative price developments due mainly to the lack of resources to finance

. buffer stocks, excess supply of commodities from non-member producers and absence

of quota mechanisms in certain ICAs.

88. Progress in respect of a multilateral framework has been rather at

standstill. Nontheless, there is a common feeling that the problems confronting

commodity-dependent economies are serious and that they must be urgently addressed.

Since there is no simple answer to these complex problems of a structural and

cyclical nature, a combination of measures need to be taken. These may include

the following;
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III, A. On International Commodity Agreements/Arrangements;

89. (i) The importance of commodity agreements/arrangements for stabilizing

and strengthening corsraodity markets as well as for development

objectives is indisputable especially in light of experience which

shows that volatility in prices of non-ICA commodities has been

much nore than in ICA commodities. It is even more true that the

objectives of ICAs are achievable if these agreements are supported

by the necessary financial and political backing of the member States

as well as with the full co-operation and respect of the operational

arrangements of the ICAs by non-member consuming and producing

countries.

90> (ii) Efforts to improve the ope;:a*::ons of ICAs should continue unhindered,

taking into account the conclusions reached at the 11th Session of the

Committee or Commodities (Decijion 23-XI). The nine-point conclusions,

read in the light of the provisions of Conference resolution 93(IV)S

could serve as a valid guideline for international commodity negotiations

III, B. On Coiamodities not Covered by ICAs and Arrangements;

91. (i) The UNCT/-D secretariat should be requested to continue to undertake

consultations9 based on a schedule, with the principal as well as other

interested producing anJ consuming countries of commodities not covered

by ICAs and which are included in the indicative list of the IPC with

a view to starting a new round of intergovernmental consultations

for finding appropriate nodes of dialogue and institutional arrange

ments according to the particular characteristic of each commodity.

In any case, the interests of developing countries should be duly

taken into account.

92. (ii) To ur^e all countries to participates as producers or consumers, in

the negotiations with the genuine desire to promote stability and

balanced benefit sharing.
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93. (iii) In situations where ICAs do not yet exists co-operation between

producers and consumers which have the effect of providing greater

. transparencys research and market promotion including new end-uses

as well as remedial measures for special problems in the commodity

field should be encouraged within the broader framework of specific

price stabilization efforts.

94. (iv) We request that effective supply management should be undertaken by

.. .producers to bring supply and demand into a better balance and

improve the prices of commodities exported by developing countries.

VThere required., this should include considerations such as longer

tern adjustment and rationalization of production. The international

community should provide support through technical and financial

assistance for the design and implementation of supply management

policies. In particular we appeal to industrialized countries to

enter into commitments specifically for the facilitating of redeploy

ment of productive capacities such as (a) specific targets for the

composition of commodity imports in terms of minimum shares of

processed form^ and (b) international arrangements for reducing on a

collective basis the cost of acquisition by developing countries of

technology for local agricultural processings

III. C. On the Common Fund for Commoditiess

"-*' . (i) Developed countries, particularly major contributorss must be strongly

urged to sign and ratify the Agreement. Developing countries which

have not yet done so should be requested to sign and ratify the

Agreenent Establishing the Common Fund for Commodities as soon as

possible.

96. (ii) A meeting of ratifying countries should be called in 1938 to review

the status of the Agreement.
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D* On Processings Marketing and Distribution including Transportation

97. (i) As can be noted from the activities undertaken in the area of PMD

including transportation* it has become evident that there is no

agreed perception as to how the elaboration of the framework for

international co-operation in the field could be advanced. However,

since regional groups have presented their proposals on the elaboration

of the principles9 negotiations should continue on the basis of

ways to be identified by UNCTAD secretariat.

98. (ii) Increased technical and financial support for training, research and

development activities in processingsmarketin<> and distribution

including transportation systems of developing countries. Establish

ment and strengthening of commodity exchanges in developing countries

should also be encouraged.

99. (iii) With regard to general marketing, distribution and transportation,

contexts the relevant points adopted under the Buenos Aires Platform

may be emphasized once again.

100. (iv) Improvement in market transparency through the adoption of practical

and administrative modalities for collection and dissemination of

information on a non-discriminatory basis, including in particular

access by developing countries to transborder data flows.

101. (v) Arrangements should be made for the development of model or guideline

contract clauses for the sale and purchase of commodities of

export interest to developing countries, including a system for

evaluation of the use of commodity contracts in international trade.

102. (vi) Agreement on adequate provisions to ensure the participation of

interested exporting developing countries in the management of

terminal markets dealing with their export commoditiess with a view

in particular to control speculative activities on these markets and

to ensure that the regulations governing these markets are not

unilaterally modified against the fundamental intersts of developing

exporting countries.
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103. (vii) Greater participation by developing countries in the maritime

transportation of their raws semi-processed and processed commodities,

including in particular availability of adequate finance in this

regard.

104. (viii) To urge that all the above commitenents should be negotiated and

implemented wherever appropriate simul aneously within the framework

of individual commodity negotiations and within global negotiations,

HI. e. On Compensatory Financing of Export Earnings Shortfalls

105. (i) The magnitude of the shortfalls in export earnings of most developing

countries has assumed crisis proportions during the first half of the

l£80s and particularly since the sixth session of the Conference.

106. (ii) The need for an additional compensatory facility for export earnings

shortfalls is much more justified today than ever before, not only

■due to the distressing present condition of commodity markets but

even siore so due to the bleak prospects of the market for the near

future and for the medium-term.

107. (iii) Renewed interest in,the subject by the Development Committee of

the IBRD/IMF and the recent establishment by the EEC for non-ACP-least

developed countries of a .compensatory facility for export earnings

shortfalls in the fashion of the Stabex systen is a recognition of

the serious consequences of earnings shortfalls to the commodity- .

dependent economies of developing countries.

108. (iv). The negotiations that have been going on since the sixth session of

the Conference, on the basis of an expert study undertaken under the

auspices of UNCTAD, have not produced any encouraging results as yet.

However, the negotiations are continuing with enormous difficulties.

Since the Group of 77 attaches great importance to this subject, the

negotiations should be pursued with renewed determination. Thus the

Group of 77 may urge the developed countries to engage in serious

negotiations and to demonstrate their political will towards the

realization of the proposed complementary facility.
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109. (v) Meanwhilej existing compensatory facilities should be improved by

ensuring prompt disbursement of compensatory finances and simplifying

procedures and aodalities of approvals as well as facilitating

access to the !■•/?--CFF and reducing its conditionally and other

limitations- Special arrangements should be made for the LDCs within

the IMF-CFFS including full coverage of their shortfalls with more

concessional terms and conditions for repayment of interest and

principals.

10. (vi) Developed countries should be called upon to take urgent measures

collectively -ind/or individually to provide compensatory finance to

developing countries earnings shortfalls froa commodity exports,

111. F. Areas of the IPG in which actions have not been taken

111". Bone important areas of the IPC of particular interest to the developing

countries have been obscured in the past due to the focal interest accorded to

the other components of the Programme and particularly to the market stabilizing

elements of the IPC. These include such crucially important secots as access to

developed countries* makretss diversification of exports9 the impacts of synthetics

and substitutes as well as disposal of non-commercial inventories on commodity

markets.

1- Access to developed countries' markets:

112. Developed countries should be called on to implement the GATT Ministerial

Declaration of 19S2 and the Punta del Este Ilinisterial Declaration of 1985 by

which they were committed to a standstill and roll-back of their protectionist

policies. The application of the principle of differential and more favourable

treatment in favour of developing countries should be assured.

113,, Developed countries must be called on to cease forthwith providing subsidies

and other forms of assistance to their domestic comuodity producers and to their

commodity exports and to eleiminate tariff escalation on commodities in their

processed and semi-processed forms.
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The Group of 77 notes the inclusion of agricultural, tropical and natural

resources - based products in the Uruguay Round and expects that this inclusion

will lead to the full liberalization of trade in these products of developing

countries.

115. The principles of generalizations non-discrimination and non-reciprocity

enshrined in Conference Resolution 21 (II) establishing the Generalized System

of Preferences (GSP) should be reaffirmed. The developed countries must be

urged to stop the introduction of restrictive and discriminatory practices in

their preferential schemes,

116. The further liberalizations harmonization and the operational simplification

of rules of origin is also an important component of market access which should

be pursued by the Special Cormittee on Preferences.

117. The technical assistance project of UNCTAD gives useful opportunities to

examine the GSP schemes and the rules of origin and should be enc°uragedo Thus9

developed countries should be requested to generously sake their voluntary

contributions to the trust fund established within UNCTAD for this purpose.

UNCTAD and International Trade Centre UNCTAD/GATT should reinforce

their technical assistance to developing countries to help them to

enhance their participation in world trade and to assist them in the

areas of marketing and distribution of their processed raw-materials

118. The UNCTAD secretariat may be requested to review all matters, regarding

international food trade including inconsistencies with respect to policies

and measures in food trade, production and food aid and to examine its impact

on food production and consumption pursuant to resolution 105(V).

2. Diversification of Exportsi . .

119. It has become evident from past experiences that the medium-tern and

long^terra solutions t6 the cotnmodity problems raight have to go beyond price and

earnings stabilization measures. While the latter measures are indispensable

remedies, lasting solutions lie in enhancing structural adjustments and trade

liberalizations., ■
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120. The need for horizontal and vertical diversification of the exports of

defeloping countries3 one of the main objectives of the IPC, has recently been

reaffirmed by industrialized countries and also emphasized by international

organizations.

121. In light of thiss and taking into account the present situation of low

commodity prices and high debt ratios, the Group of 77 should request developed

countries and multilateral funding organizations to take immediate action to ensure

the provision of adequate financial resources on favourable and concession terms

for this purpose, liore specifically in this context; (a) the capital base of

international financial institutions should be strengthened^ (b) a special

facility for financing projects on expanding the primary commodity processing

capacity of developing countriess particularly in the natural resources sectors

should be established, (c)an indispensable component of such medium- and long-term

finance should be technical assistance for feasibility studies and infrastructural

development^ (d) financing opportunities should be increased for the poorer and

relatively smaller developing countries which are rich in natural resources but lack

the capacity to mobilize private capital on their own initiative, especially the

least developed countries,

122. At the sanie time9 developed countries are further requested to ensure

access to thair markets for products of such financing.

123. The realization of this project will have multiple effects on the economies

of the developing countriesc Besides promoting a stable and self-sustaining

economic base9 its multiplier effect through employment creation and demand generation

for further investmentss as well as its potential for import substitution, is

evident. This impact would undoubtedly go beyond national frontiers to bring

positive influences on international trade.

3. Synthetics and Substitutes;

124. The competition by synthetics and substitutes continues to be a serious

cause for concern. Developed countries should support the efforts of the

developing countries to improve the competitiveness of natural products.
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In this regard, support to research and development activities of developing

countries and reductions and eliminations of tariff and non-tariff barriers

for commodity-exports of developing countries affected by such developments,

assistance to improve transportation and other infrasttuctural facilities,

transfer of technologies etc., should be granted. Measures for promoting

demand for natural products of developing countries, new end-uses, exchange of

.narket information, structural adjustment measures do also contribute to the

improvement of the situation and should be supported by developed countries.

125 UNCTAD, in close co-operation with FAD and other relevant institutions,

should undertake a study on danage minimization and competitive improvement

measures which could be taken by developing countries to counter the negative

effects of synthetics and substitutes.

jispos
als of non-commercial stockpiles!

126.
x«. Disposals of non-co^erciai stockpiles must be governed by an arrangement

that would introduce discipline and avoid or minimize the possible adverse effects

upon the commodity markets, in compliance with aru furtherance of the principles

agreed to in decision 4(V) of the Committee on Commodities.

127. Such an arrangement may follow the practice in the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations, ^e functioning of the Consultative

Sub-Comraittee on Surplus Disposals OSD) under the supervision of the _

Counittee on Comity Problems (CCP) of the *A0 had nade possible an evolution^

of a set of principles as an effective international code of conduct of disposal

of non-commercial invc ::-rxcs

128 The UNCTAD secretariat, in collaboration with the FAO and concerned

international organisations should study similar arrangers for consultations

and regulations of disposals of non-commercial stockpiles and call for a

negotiating conference for this purpose.
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5. The co-ordinating role of UHCTAD in the commodity field

12a. The negotiating and co-ordinating role of UNCTAD in the area of commodities

should be reaffirmed. UHCTAD should strengthen its function of promoting a

general and integrated approach in the commodity field, thus improving the

consistency and effectiveness of commodity policies in co-operation with other

relevant institutions. Such actions should include review and exchange of inform

ation on various aspects of commodity policies and the monitoring of progress

in the area of coramodities. They should also include comparative evaluation of

market systens and structures from the standpoint of their benefits and costs

to developing countries as well as reports on the prospective global commodity

situation in the long-tern and on its implications for international action.
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ITEM 8 (C) OF THE PROVISIONAL AGENDA FOR UNC1.\D VII

INTERNATIONAL TRADE

1. Recent trends in international trade

130. It is worth recalling that the i_-.rranf c^oticziic cris

been triggered by successive years of droughts but also b

national economic conditions which caused a rteterioraticn.

external debt burdens and inadequate financial flows. P^
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adverse economic situation is particularly heightened b}

to impair the capacity of many African countries to devel
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environment seems rather bleak so long as current unf

ment persists. These developments have ha* I .f^r-reachisg
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capacity and the general social economic ir?fr.nr.i>:uctu~2
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131. The value of developing countries1 %>:p;i-::, has furt'ror declined in recent years

and their share in world exports continues i ..' fsll. In X9r>0., their r.hare was

nearly 31 per cent? in 1980, it was ovo; 28 ■ .^r -.-eat. In l?-859 it was 22.9 per cent

With regard to Africa its share of -rorld exp: ic trade i?. 1.900 vas 4 per cents and
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132. There has been a sharp decline ia tiie -prices cf cc^*,;; ditf.^c such as foods

metals and oil. According tc one estimate^ :Vu a single yeor (1985;s that decline

enabled the industrialised countries tc save $65 billion in f.keir purchases of these

commodities. While this has assisted the developed coutries considerably in reducing

inflation and obtaining an environment favourable for gi .v-.xha it has seriously

circumscribed the trade and payments situntj.cn of devoir-pi^ countries dependent

on exports of these commodities,.

133. In the sector of agricultural productions developiiiij countries enjoy a clear

comparative advantage* actual or potential. However9 the rnjoi developed countries

continue heavily to subsidise egticulturai -\o6v.cts b\f -*.v .it:" :ially supporting high

prices internallys resulting in the accuirulit ..or: of hu^.. >urpiu;:CD cf agricultural
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or restricted access to their niarhrte for ';./: j.; :ltural r;:nri:£ iron developing

countries but also displaced such export 3 j\: th* marteta o.: ;h5rl countries.
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135. The situation of the least developed countries has been particularly
unsatisfactory. These countries were unable to expand export volumes in anv
significant way over the decade of the 70s. The terms-of-trade losses have'been
SS " countries. In some cases, they have even experienced

136. International trade is increasingly characterised by oligopolistic ructures
j , -,. . per cent or world trade takes place between parents

diiu suDsiQianes or transnational pnT*T»/"n"at--irtnt- ftwscn\ t_ *? ^. - •
_. LLaiiouatiuudi corporations (.iNCs;, In manufacturess the intra-

^ronaru^^V .^fSnati°n^ corP°rations ha* been a dominant feature of post-
second World War trade expansion. In recent years, concentration of market power
has continued to take place m major industrialised countries. Conglomerate

wTi?^r!/-ing pla<:e^ivin& birth t0 gi«* trading-house transnational which
handle ...trade in commodities, manufactures and the accompanying transport, insurance
export finance, banking and other related services. In some cases the principal
and/nrlS!?16 the transnational corporations engaged in agricultural, mining
and/or manufacturing activities, including those organised on a vertically inte
grated basis. Such conglomerates enjoy unprecedented economies of scale and scope
and are in a position to internalise uncertainties and consequent risks. They
present a formidable structural challenge to late comers on the scene of interna-
tlonal trade.

lllm ^ t°fnaf .buyin8 or sellinS P™er of the transnational corporations enables
them to apply their own rules of the game and practices with the sole objective
of maximising.their 'economic space' and increasing their dominance. Market
limitation, price-fixing^arrangements and'other restrictive business practices
instituted by such entities have constituted impenetrable barriers to the expansion
of trade of developing countries. The rules of the international trading system as
they operate have little to offer by way of redress to this situation.

th!"^ff ■eX1t!?melJ adve*se international economic environment has .further compounded
the difficulties faced by developing countries on the trade front. Major developed
countries have conducted their macro-economic policies without paying adequate
regard to the. seriously adverse international effect thereof, particularly for deve
loping countries. Tight monetary policies and huge budget deficits have led to
unusually high real interest rate levels, with the consequence of draining resources
from developing to developed countries through increased interest payments and
downward pressures on commodity prices. Disparity of interest rates amongst major
developed countries has stimulated speculative capital movements and the consequen
tial continuous misalignment of exchange rates. This has encouraged protectionist
pressures within the developed market economies and has also enhanced uncertainty and
costs for exporters from developing countries. While exports from developinp
countries are thus facing increasing impediments, the iiaperatives of debt repay
ment have constrained the expansion of trade by forcing on them a policy of import

139. Developing countries continue nevertheless to absorb 36 per cent of the
exports of the United States and 19 and 44 per cent of those of EEC and Japan
respectively, thus supporting more than 10 million jobs in these economies.
Developed market-economy countries continue to enjoy an important surplus in their
trade with developing countries in manufactures and non-fuel commodities. In trade

dev^nfn !'■ y en-l°yed a sVrPlus' of *100 Million in 1985. This has assisted
developed countries considerably in containing and alleviating their unemployment
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II

2n Deterioration of trading environment

140. Recent years have witnessed the accentuation of protectionist actions in the

major developed market economies. Increasing protections pressures have found

expression in the introduction of new legislation^ as well as vigorous administra

tive measures.

141. The accentuation of protectionist pressures in developed market economies

has been precisely in those areas of manufactures where developing countries have
a proven comparative advantageo The sector of textiles and clothings the sector which

historically . provided the mainspring for industrialisation, has continued

to fact a discriminatory9 restrictive and wasteful international trading regime

for more than two decades. The Multi-Fibre Arrangement, which has now entered

fourth incarnation, has continually followed a path of retrogression. Its coverage

has been extended from cotton to man-made fibres to wool and9 by the latest .

Protocol of its extensions to all vegetable fibres. Over time, the Arrangement

and the bilateral agreements concluded thereunder have resulted in a plethora

of micro-mechanisms of administrative controls and ingenious ways of over-

protecting the uneconomic and senile processes of production in the developed
countries. The principles of comparative advantage ^ non-discrimination and free

flows of trade subject only to tariffs have been conspicuous by their absence when

it comes to exports of textile clothing from developing to developed countries.

Evidence is not lacking to show that the continued existence of such arrangements

gives rise to increasing pressures for similar arrangements in other areas of**

importance to developing countries such as steel, footwear, leather and consumer

electronics. Unless these tendencies arc arrested resolutely and in time5 the

international trading system would becone a web of market-sharing arrangements

rendering irrelevant the rules of non-discrimination.and comparative advantage.

142. The international trading system is increasingly characterised by «an ambiance

of indisciplines. Bilateral or plurilateral solutions are increasingly being sought

outside the legal framework of international trade whenever trade friction develops

among developed market-economy countries. There has been increasing resort to

«grey area* measures like voluntary export restraints/ orderly market arrangements,

export financing and basic price systems by the major trading partners. These

measures have continued to erode the multilateral trading system. Developing

countries heavily dependent on trade either for maintaining their rates of growth

or for securing the much needed foreign exchange for development have only Hobson s

choice when faced with the possibility of such solutions being used0 According
to a recent C-ATT report 9 there were at least 93 such «grey-area» arrangements.in

existence in 1986. These arrangements covered a variety of products such as steel

and steel productss machine toolss cars and other transport equipmentse-lcctronic

products including semi-conductorss agricultural products, footwear, etc.

143. The United States Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 introduced a number of

protectionist provisions of a far-reaching nature. Some of the amendments intended
to counter the threat of «unfair» trade practices have introduced criteria which
have adversely affected or even.disrupted genuine trade flows from developing
coutnries. Several investigations have been conducted or initiated against deve

loping country exporters under different sections of the Trade and Tariff Act

of 1984. In some instancess measures provided for under existing legislation were
applied for the first time or used more frequently. In September 1984, EEC adopted
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a new regulation intended to provide protection against «illicit commercial
practices*. This regulation is patterned on Section 301 of the United States

Trade Act.

144* The Food Security Act was.enacted in the United States in 1985. Under the
new «Bonus Incentive Commodity Export Programed (BICEP), exporters of agricultural
products received bonuses enabling then to lower their prices in international
markets. The enlargement of the European Community to include Spain and Portugal
has resulted in the introduction of temporary quotas of oil seeds being imported
into Portugal, a Portuguese commitment to purchase 15.5 per cent of its grain
imports from the Community and the adjustment of Spanish import levies to Community

levels.

145. In the period 1980-1985, the United States and EEC spent sums of the order of
$60 billion on agricultural support programmes, and Japan spent over $51 billion
for. the same purpose during the period 1980-1983. The subsidy war has only esca
lated in the recent past, inposing unacceptable losses on the efficient developing
country exporters of products such as wheata meat and sugar.

146. Another disturbing feature of recent years has been the moves away from
multilateralism on the part of major trading nations. Bilateral, sectoral and
regional initiatives have been taken by them which could further weaken the multi
lateral trading system, such as it is. In the context of the recent surge of
protectionism in some developed countries, the concepts of bilateral balance or
trade and regional trading arrangements,seem to be acquiring a ^gree of respectabi
lity. This signals danger, recalling, to mind the system of trading blocks prevalent

in the colonial period of the 1920s and 1930s.

147. Equally disturbing is the gathering evidence of deviation form multilaterally
agreed principles governing the trading system, including the erosion of the cardinal
principle of more*avourable and different! 1 tj^tyt for

iil h d a legal onsis m ran.

prp

This latter principle has acquired a leg
Agreement ^Tariffs and .Trade, as well as the Agreement Relating to the Framework
fir the Conduct of International Trade reached in the Tokyo Round of multilateral
trade negotiations. Its observance in concrete trading relations however, leaves
much to be desired. The Multi-Fibre Arrangement is indeed its antithesis. The

recent prolongation of this Arrangement is a glaring instance in point.

148. The principle of non-reciprocity which is as valid today as it was years ago
when it was first recognised has come under increased questioning on the part of
certain developed countries. Demands are being made for reciprocal exchange of
concessions. Moreover, the rationale of treating developing countries as belonging
to one category is also being questioned. The disparity between the developed and
developing countries has only increased over the last two decade The comb^tion
of adverse circumstances has resulted in stagnation in or reversal °- rate- °* |*
in a number of developing countries and has also caused a reverse flow of capital
from developing to developed countries. If anything, these development, would only
reinforce the rationale of differential and more favourable treatment in favour of
developing countries. However, precisely at this juncture, some deve oped countries
have chosen to emphasize the theme of graduation in the context of trade relations

and exchange of trade concessions.
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149. The generalised system of preferences (GSP) has recently suffered erosion in
its basic principles of non-discrimination and non-reciprocity. The United
States Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 has introduced unilateral and arbitrary criteria

for the determination of GSP benefits to developing .countries. The discretionary
criteria so introduced are not trade-related and are quite aliens toof to the spirit
and purpose of the GSP, The factors.to be considered in determining the level of
GSP benefits include the extent to which the beneficiary country has taken action to

reduce trade-distorting investment practices andpolicies and to reduce or eliminate
barriers to trade in services and whether the such country has granted interna

tionally recognised workers' rights. The conditioning of GSP benefits on the extent
to which reciprocal action is taken by the beneficiary volates the international

understanding on which the GSP was based. The fact that such benefits are being

sought in fields other than those related to trade in goods renders these criteria
even more unacceptable.

150, The most serious development in the trade policy area in recent years has been
the tendency on the part of some developed countries to seek linkages between trade

in goods and other matters such as developing countries' policies in regard to
foreign direct investments, protection of intellectual propertys services and fair

labour standards. TradeB which is a means of self-reliant developments is in danger

of .becoming an instrument in the hands of certain developed countries for imposing
unacceptable linkages on developing countries dependent on trade.

15x, in -his contextg action in the area of trade policy taken by some developed
countries for non-economic reasons also cannot be ignored. The United Nations

General Assembly has condemned the unilateral and collective imposition of economic

and trade sanctions for political reasons against developing countries and yets

regrettably^ these pressures continue to be applied.

■ ■ • 3. Lack of progress in the implementation of congaitments

152. The subject of,protectionism Land structural adjustment has been at the centre

stage of,discussions a review and negotiations in UNCT&b since the fifth session
of the Conference. The subject was addressed in depth in UNCTAD VI in 1983=

Resolution 159(VI) reaffirmed commitments on standstill and roll-back and called

upon the developed countries to review their existing trade legislationa regulations

and procedures relating to anti-dumping and countervailing duties9 in order to

assure themselves that there are no unjustifiable impediments to the trade of other

countriess in particular to that of developing countries9 and to take remedial

action as appropriate. It provided that the Board should follow closely the ongoing

work in the GATT on a comprehensive understanding on an improved and more efficient

safeguards system to be based on the principles of GATT and assist developing "■"-■-

countries to participate fully in the process. The resolution visualised that the

Trade and Development Board9 in its annual review, should monitor the implementation

of cojnniitments andE where necessaryP should formulate appropriate recommendations

concerning the general problems of protectionism. In regard to structural adjustment

it provided for continuation of annual review of patterns of production and trade

in the world economy. The review was intended to ;provide a forum for discussions

of the experiences of member countries with regard to structural adjustment. It

was also intended to review and monitor trade developments ands where appropriate,

make general policy recommendations. Specifically, it was decided that the annual

review should give consideration,, inter alias to°,
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(a) Policies and ways and means to facilitate structural adjustment;

(b) Identification of trends in all factors important to structural aj

adjustment?

(c) Strengthening the participation of developing countries in agro-

industrial production and tradei and

(d) Special problems and needs of the least developed countries.

153. The recent trends in international trade and the deterioration of the

trading environment clearly bring out the widening hiatus'between'the conrsit-

ments made and their implementation. Commitments have; been taken t
repeatedly at the political level on standstill and roll-back within and

outside the forum of UNCTAD. The actual performancep however., in the trade policy

area has been far short of these commitments. The Ministerial Declaration on the

Uruguay Round of multilateral trade negotiations embodies the latest such commitments

solemnly undertaken at the Ministerial level by the Contracting Parties of GATT,

It remains to be seen how far these commitments will be observed in the months and

years to "come, Recent developments in the United States give rise to some cause

for concerns coming as they do soon after the adoption of the Uruguay Declaration.

The imposition of an import surcharge disguised in the fora of a 'Customs User Fee'

and the introduction of a discriminatory tax on the import of crude oil and petro

leum products may only be straws in the wind. In the wake of burgeoning trade

deficits9 the United States Administration is now reported to be engaged in forging

a bi-partisan legislative initiative in the area of a comprehensive trade policy.
It remains to be seen how far the measures intended to enhance American competiti~

veness and promote !fairc trade would be distinguishable from a series of earlier

protectionist initiatives in the United States legislature.

154. In recent yearss there has been increasing incidence of anti-dumping and

countervailing duty investigations in major developed country markets against

imports originating from developing countries. Although these actions are osten

sibly initiated to counteract alleged, unfair trade practices^ more often than not

they lead to harassment and disruption of trade. While conference resolution

159(VI) called upon the developed countries to review their existing trade legisla

tion regulations and procedures relating to anti-dumping and countervailing duties
with a view to removing impediments to the trade of developing countriesB the latest

evidence goes to show thats in some cases, the legislation and procedures have been

amended so as to widen the scope of application even beyond multilaterally agreed

principles and concepts.

155. While strict implementation of standstill and roll-back commitments would go a

long way; towards restoring the credibility of the international trading syst'e, the

proper functioning of the system can be ensured on a long-term basis only by

forging a comprehensive understanding on safeguards. The need for such an understand

ing based on the principles of GATT was recognised in resolution 159(VI). Efforts to

reach such an understanding did not yield results in the Tokyo Round of MTNss or

even later in the course of implementation of the GATT Ministerial Work Programme

of 1982. The exerise has now been again reactivated under the auspices of the

Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations. The importance of this exercise
cannot be overemphasizeda particularly from the viewpoint of the developing countriess

which constitute the weaker trading partners. It remains to be seen whether the

major trading entities will muster enough political will to reach expeditiously a

comprehensive understanding on safeguards on the basis on the HFH principle. The

contrast between the repeated political pronouncements and failure to achieve

results in this area is too glaring to be ignored.
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156, The annual review of protectionism and structural adjustment is expected to
give attention to the strengthening and participation of developing countries
in aero-industrial production and trade. The studies carried out by the UNCTAD
secretariat have clearly brought out the need for reinforced international co-opera
tion to strengthen agricultural and agro-industrial production in developing countries
and increase market access for their agro-industrial products. The studies also
show that the market shares of developing countries in most agro-industrial products
(raw and processed products combined) imported by developed market-economy countries
hive declined, particularly in cotton, cocoa, sugar, rubber meat, copra and jute
In particular ?he African countries have experienced negative growth in production
and stagnation in exports in food and agriculture. Two areas of trade policy
measures have crucial significance from the point of view °Y"^nf^1"L,"e -„
participation of developing countries in agro-industrial production andtrade. The
tariff escalation and the intensification of non-tariff measures at higher stages
of processing practised by the developed importing countries have hampered the
development of higher - value-added export - oriented production Secondly the
relort to large-scale subsidisation of agricultural and agro-based production has
proved detrimental to the development of agricultural and agro-based industry in
developing countries. The objective of stren3thening the participation of deve
loping countries in this area of production and trade cannot be "»*"«* "^eSS
these problems are addressed squarely and appropriate trade policy measures

formulated.

157 The two reviews of protectionism and structural adjustment that have taken
place so far in the UNCTAD machinery have proved useful and have highlighted the
r ° ,_,__. _*-*•!nr, Ar- infomfltinnAl trade =

broil mandate element, elaborated in the relevant Board resolutions. ^
the LZ to reduce effectively and expeditiously the gap between commitments and

mmmmmm
these concrete proposals from developed market-economy countries.
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bilateral negotiations. The linited life span of GSP schemes and their non-permanent

nature introduces a significant element of uncertainty for investor-expors in

developing countries. Some preference-giving countries are resorting to product-

specific and country-specific graduation ostensibly for the sake of a better

distribution of gains anong beneficiaries. The studies made by the UNCTAtf
secretariat, however, suggest that this presumption is not correct^ denial o£ prefe
rence on these grounds to major beneficiaries hurts those countries' export per
formance while failing to help the exports of smaller beneficiaries, Linkages
,are being sought from the beneficiaries in contravention of the principle of non-

j^eciprocity, and that9 too, in areas unrelated to trade in goods.

159. The United Nations Conference to Review all Aspects of the Set of Multila-
terally Agreed Equitable Principles and Rules for the Control of Restrictive
Business Practices was convened in November 1985. At this Conference, the Group

of 77 submitted a draft declaration for adoption which contained specific proposals.

These proposals called for standstill and roll-back in regard to restrictive bu
business practices affecting imports fron developing countries and repeal of

legislative and administrative measures which permit or encourage the use of such

practices. They also called for greater transparency in regard to restrictive
business practices and the strengthening of notification procedures. Further, they

also called for the establishment of a Special Committee on Restrictive Business

Practices within the framework of UNCTAD to perform the function of monitoring the
application of the Set of Multilaterally Agreed .Principles and Rales. The proposals

also called for continuation of the work at the international level towards esta

blishing a legally binding framework for control and elimination of restrictive
business practices in international trade. This Conference ended in failure.

160. Resolution 159(VI) incorporates a far-reaching decision on the review and
in-depth study of developments in the international trading system. The resolution

provided that the Tr,ao"e and rnevelopment Board make recommendations on principles

and policies related, to international trade and further that the Board make

proposals on the strengthening and improvement of the system with the aim of

giving it a more universal, dynamic and development-oriented character. No

substantial progress has been achieved in.the implementation of this deciaion.

4. Threat to the-.mandate of,,UNCTAD in the trade area and the .

strategic objective of UKCTAD VII

161. The preceding review of the recent trends in international trade, the deterio

ration in the trading environment and a virtual stalemat in the permanent

machinery of UNCTAD raises sone fundamental questions. These are symptoms of a

deeper malady. The ((initial conditions* of the international economic system

as embodied in the Bretton Woods institutions have changed over the last decade ■ . -

and a half. This has produced a state of disequilibrium in international economic

relations. This disequilibrium appears to have shaken the international con

sensus on trade and development. A reaction has set in which seems to take an

almost mechanically contrary view9 calling in question the basic approach which

brought UNCTAD into being.
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162 The question faced is whether the fundamental changes that have occured in
the"world"economy necessarily lead to the invalidation of the basic UNCTAD approach.
To find an answer to this question, it is necessary to look at the kind of changes

that have transformed the international economic scene.

163. Reference has been made to some of these changes, particularly in the area
of trade in the review of recent trends and the deterioration in the trading
environment. More fundanental changes that have taken place are in terms of ^
greater inter-penetration of national economies? the emergence of multipolarity
in international economic relations?. and a new technological revolution calling
for re-examination of the theoretical foundations of the international economic
system. The very nature of these changes suggests a greater need for multilatera
lism and international co-operation. Also, the very complexity of the situation
points to the inappropriateness, if not irrelevance, of economic models based on
harmonious, steady growth paths as possible outcomes of market processes. If we
seek a balanced, conflict-free and relatively even development process9 then, in
all probability, we would need to consciously plan for it. The basic approach
which brought UNCTAD into being is nearer to this perception.

164 General Assembly resolution 1995(XIX)s which established the United Nations
Conference on ;rade and Development, has spelled out the mandate of the organisa
tion with clarity and vision. It is worth recalling that a preambular paragraph
of the resolution noted the ^widespread desire among developing countries for a
comprehensive trade organisations. The principal functions of the Conference, as
defined in the operative paragraphs of the resolution are, inter alia, to promote

international trade, especially with a view to accelerating economic development3
to formulate principles and policies on international trade and related problems
of economic development, to make proposals for putting the said principles and
policies into effect and to take such other steps within its competence as may be
relevant to this end^ to initiate action, where appropriate, m co-operation with
the competent organs of the United nations, for the negotiation and adoption of
multilateral legal instruments in the field of trade.

165. Through the 1960s and 1970s, the mandate of UNCTAD evolved to giye it a coherent
and an increasingly comprehensive character^ This period witnessed th* ^^"f*
of the negotiating role of the organisation in the area of trade, and particularly
in the field of commodities, restrictive business practices and trade-related
activities such as transfer of technology and Shipping. The recent experience of
stalemate and inaction arises not so nuch out of any inadequacy or mapproprlateness
of the mandate or the organisational structure or the negotiating mechanism.
Rather, it is ori account of the prevalence in certain quarters of preconceived
ideologies questioning the very basis of i3ultilateralism and the need for better
management of the world economy through intensified mtenrational c°"°Perf£>*
in the area of trade and development for bringing about mote equitable and hanno

nious international economic relations.

166. Attempts are being made to shift the focus away from trade policy issues
and trade negotiations and instead to focus the debate m the organisation on the
autonomous development policies pursued by developing countries, ^e" .*"?■£•
to shift the focus have to be seen in the above context. These attempts not only
aic at the derailment of the mandate of UNCTAD they also seek to dispense with the
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basic approach underlying the UNCTAD philosophy. The lack of progress in the
trade area in UNCTAD and the systematic attempts to transpose the dialogue on

trade and development to less universal,and narrpwly conceived forums merely to

go to confirm this.

UNCTAD VII offers the much needed opportunity to.reaffirm the validity of and

the need for continuing with the basic approach informing UNCTAD. In this context?
the major role of UNCTAD in the years to cone should be that of continuing to
provide a universal forum for bringing about the establishment of a truly interna

tional trading system with the major aim of facilitating self-reliant development

of developing countries.. UNCTAD, with its mandate, character and historys is the

only forum in which to forge a trading system which is truly non-discriminatorys

universal and comprehensive= Moreovers its uniques cross-sectoral and mtsrdisplinary

approach is ideally suited for developing such a trading system as part of the harmo
nious and equitable reconstruction of international economic relations.

I618.T0 this end, the opportunity offered by UNCTAD VII shoul4 be. harnessed to

forge a new international consensus on the objectives of development and employ

ment. Such a consensus would provide a firm foundation for the renewal of

multilateral co-operation in trade and development.

169>. It is obvious that this task cannot be treated as a subcategory or an

automatic outcome of the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations. ^Struc

turally as well as substantively-5 the MTNs suffer from many shortcomings. The
successful conclusion of these negotiations is a necessary condition, for,the

evolution of a truly international trading system. However9 such a system cannot

be expected,to emerge as a natural3 much less inevitable9 consequence of the

multilateral trade negotiations.

5. Specific policy measures suggested for adoption ■.;■ = -.

170. The concrete way to realise the strategic objective of UNCTAD VII would be

to adopt a set of specific policy measures and decisions which would help translate
the approach outlined in the preceding section into a programme of action. Such
a programme of action; should put an end:to the chapter of stalemate and inaction
in the prganisationlT'<it should carry on important ; tasks, which have already been
part of the organisation's mandate and work. It should a.lso launch new initiatives
in a longer perspective. To this end, t;he member countries of UNCTAD should ,;

adopt the following specific policy measures and decisions;

(a) A Commitment to .be taken in UNCTAD VII to start work on a blueprint

for a universal* non-discriminatory and comprehensive trading.system. .
The system should be development-oriented % special treatment in favour of,

developing countries vis-a-vis developed trading partners should be an integral
part of the system and not conceived as an exception- It should take into account

the special problems of the least developed countries. It should aim at equitable
distribution of gains, of trade to all. It should remove the distortions prevalent

in the present system, x^e system should be fully responsive.to development objectives
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in the area of cocanodities. It should provide built-in redress itt respect of
restrictive business practices, particularly those of transnational corporations,
this - . work will have to be carried on in the perspective of its interrelation

ship with other relevant areas such as international monetary and financial issuess
technology transfer and services. Such a system should be seen as part of a new

paradigm of harmonious and equitable international ecoonomic relationship„ To
this end, it should be founded on the new international consensus to be generated
on the objectives of Development and Employment;

(b) A decision should be taken to undertake specific work to provide inputs
for the multilateral trade negotiations, particularly in the area of the roll-back
of protectionism and a comprehensive understanding on safeguards based on the MFN
principle;

(c) Reaffirmation of the commitments on standstill and roll-back9 particularly
in the context of the recent departures, in letter or spirit, from the commitments
undertaken in the Uruguay Declaration;

.... (d) Commitment on the part of the developed countries to set up a transparent
and independent mechanism at the national level to monitor the observance of the
standstill and roll-back commitments. This body should examine the need for

protectionist action sought by finns/sectors and the implications of such action
for the domestic economy as a whole. The periodic reports of such a body would

facilitate the task of the Sessional Committee of the Trade and Development Board
in monitoring the implementation of standstill and roll-back commitments?

^(e) Commitment on the part of developed countries to set up a transparent
and independent mechanism at the national level (i) to draw up programmes for
facilitating structural adjustment in sectors of particular export interest to
developing countries^ (ii) to monitor the implementation of such programmes; and
(iii) to report progress periodically to the Sessional Committee of the Trade and
Development Board;

(f) Commitment to liberalize agriculture trade by eliminating restrictions
and distortionss particularly those regarding non-tariff and tariff barriers and
subsidized exports by industrialized countries. Greater liberalization in this
field should be achieved by bringing all measures affecting import access and export
competition under strengthened and more operationally effective GATT rules and
disciplines;

(g) Commitment to liberalise the trade regime in textiles and clothing by
removing discriminatory restraints on exports from developing countries and to

integrate the regime into GATT on the basis of strengthened GATT rules and
disciplines;

(h) Commitment to be taken on continuation and improvement of the GSP without
any impairment of the rsultilaterally agreed principles On which it is based as well

as on support for the technical assistance programme on the system^

(i) The special problems of the least developed countries should be kept in
view while undertaking the tasks mentioned above;
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(j) Commitment to be taken to bring RBPs, particularly of TNCs,

squarely within the operation of the trading system through (i) an obligation

in regard to transparency and consultation procedures; (ii) establishment of

a Special Committee on REPs oithin the framework of UNCT/iD to perform the

function of monitoring and application of the multilaterally agreed'Set'of

Principles and Rules5 and (iii) continuing the work towards establishing a
legally binding framework♦

(k) Repudiation of unwarranted linkages such as those between the
observance by developed market-economy countries of trade policies and norms

already agreed upon multilaterally in regard to trade in goods and concessions

in areas such as investment, intellectual property and services demanded by
them from developing countries,

■■ (l) On the question of services, the UNCTAD secretariat should be asked
to.continue its work in order to analyse, from the point of view of developing
countries and in the context of development, the implications of the issues

being raised in the context of trade in services ty developed countries. The

objective is not "liberalisation" of, or removing "the barriers" to, trade in

this area. Rather, it is ascertaining the need for an elaborating the

immplications of a multilateral framework for services. For developing

countries, the issues of transfer of technology and the REPs of TITCs, among

others, are of paramount importance in the area of services. The USCTiD

secretariat should be asked to analyse the wider implications of any

international regime governing tfade-in services. These implications should
include political, cultural and security aspects,

171 .The revolutionary changes in telecommunications and telematics provide 0
new and easy medium for transactions in services around the globe. More often

than not, new technologies are malcing national borders irrelevant. The '
problematic^ for trade in services has to take this into account, An

imitative approach based on the GATT problematic^ which is pertinent to trade

in goods and based on the traditional concept of national border and movement
of goods across such borders may not be relevant or adequate for the trade in
services. The UHCTA3) Secretariat should be asked to evolve on appropriate
problematicue for trade in services.

172. Support should be provided by the international community through, inter

ff! ^tionaJ«rti^i« of th Uitd Nt lTI^
y

frfh! + ^lJ. of the United Nations system to the relcTI^io
of the tr,.de liberalization ^ other integration and co-operation processes of
developing countries at the subregionsl and regional level,, including co
operation at the level of the state end non-state enterprise sector.
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. RELATING TO THE UNDERSTIDING Oil ITEM 8 (c).-

INTERNATIONAL TRADE OF THE PROVISIONAL AGENDA. FOR UNCTAD VII

ISSUE ARISING IN TRADE RELATIONS AMONG COUNTRIES

HAVING DIFFERENT ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SYSTEHS

Review and, assessment of recent trends

173. , The crisis in the world economy has continued unabated since the

beginning of the 1980s, There have "been some signs of recovery in the

developed market-economy countries but growth rates and investment have

remained sluggish. International trade and financial relations have also

"become increasingly strained, thus adversely affecting £-11 trade flows. The

socialist countries have also "been affected owing to the interdependence of

all trade flo^s and economic influences, and their groyrfch rates have shown a

downward trend. For the developing countries, the situation is rather

alarming- consequent to the collapse of commodity prices, the sharp decline in

oil prices and the continued demand weakness of the developed countries*

Farther, declining export earnings, recurring trade deficits and servicing of

external debts have further aggravated the situation for developing

countries. The trading environment of developing countries continues to

deteriorate and future prospects coein to "be "bleak and uncertain,

174. UNCTAD, as a, universal org.'^ii^ation, has succeeded in elaborating

multilateral guidelines and criteria with a view to assisting the member

countries in developing trade and economic relations e-ivong countries having

different economic and social systems. This is within the framework of the

mandate given to UNCTAD by General Assembly resolution 1995 (XIX) and

subsequent resolutions and decisions adopted by UNCTiJ). These resolutions

aimed at, and in fact contributed, considerably to, the achievement of greater

harmony of policies pjid performance relating to issues of trade and economic

co-operation betueen different groups of countries,

175. The increase in. world trade is one of the key indicators of cyclical

recoveries. The trade exchanges in the 1980s have been less vigorous than in

the 1970s, It is observed from UI-ICTAD's documents that during the 1970s there

was a. very dynamic growth of trade between socialist countries, end the

developed market-economy countries, but during the 1980s there was a downward

trend. This adverse development in East-West trade is attributed to the

reduced flows of oil and oil products from the socialist countries and to the

fall in the related prices in the latter half of 1985*
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176.- As regards East-South trr.de, it is observed that between 1970 and I985

trade turnover "between the tuo groups of countries increased on average by

13.9 per cent annually, with exports of developing countries increasing by an

annual average of 14.8 per cent aid imports "fey 13-t2 per cent* Daring the

period, the share of developing countries in the total trade turnover of the

socialist countries increased from 15*2 per cent in 1970 to 19.3 per cent in

I985, with a peak share of 22,6 per cent in 1982, The socialist countries, on

the other hand, have a modest ohcxe in the developing countries' trade,

ranging "between 6 and 8 per cent. The USSR continues to Tig the leading

trading partner of the developing countries among the socialist countries of

Eastern Europe, accounting for about 64 per cent of both exports to and

imports from developing countries, The share of the developing countries in

the overall trade of the socialist countries seems to have stabilized at

around 20 per cent. The deficit in the balance of trade of 'developing

countries registered a decline in 1985*'which is a welcome trond. The volume

of trade turnover continues to be snail and not at all .commensurate with the

economic and trade potential of the two groups of countries, As regards the

composition of exports and imports, there is still much room for improvement.

The share of processed and manufactured goods in exports of developing

countries continues to be small raid there is a need for intensive efforts to

enhance that share. There is'also substantial scope for developing new forms

of economic and technical co-operation with a trade-creating potential.

17.7. It is noted that in the -r.rea of trade and payments, credits and economic

co—operation( UNCTAD resolutions have provided guidelines and recommendations

involving the adoption of measures conducive to the expansion and diversification

of trade and economic relations between the countries concerned, particularly

the enhancement of the export sector of developing countries aid the

acceleration of their economic development process. It is recognized that

the implementation of resolutions has no doubt contributed to the achievement

of a dynamic said sustained flou of trade, as well as the realization, in

developing countries, of numerous projects in a number of priority areas,

East-South trade and economic relations have thus been accentuated and reinforced

through the implementation of resolutions and decisions of UNCTAD regarding

inter-system trade. In view of the interdependence of all trade flows, it

is considered that the expansion of trade and economic relations between

East cud West would positively effect the expansion of interno.tiona.1. trade

as a whole, including East-South trade,

1.73. It has been observed that, since the last Conference in I983, UNCTAD has

enlarged the scope of its activities and intensified its efforts in the area

of trade relations among countries having different economic and social

systems. Considering the growing interdependence among countries, confidence-
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building raid economic security in interne/tional economic relations

have assumed importance in inter-syctem trade. The Group of 77 v;elcomes the

initiatives undertaken "by Sessional Committee II of the Trade and Development

Board and particularly the ad hoc group of experts meeting held in I984, as

per Board decision 276 (XXVII) to consider ways and means of expanding trade

and economic relations, including studying the outstanding issues referred to

in Conference decision 145 (Vl)» "between countries having different economic

and social systems, in particular "between developing countries and socialist

countries of Eastern Europe, especially new forms of co-operation favourable

to the development and exports of the developing countries* The Group of 77

is also pleased to note that the documents and studies prepared in accordance

with Board decision 321 (XXXl) contain valuable information and cover niany

important aspects and issues related to inter-system trade, particularly

East-^South trade,. The Group of 77 has also taken note, with satisfaction, of

the findings and proposals of the ad hoc group of experts convened in Geneva

in January 1987 in accordance ■rith Trade and Development Board decision

321 (xxxi).

179. As regards prospects for Sast-VIest-South trade in the remaining 1980s,

the position remains uncertain in the context of the current international

economic environment. There are constraints and problems to be overcome to

restructure the composition of exports and imports and reinforce the elements

of stability and predictability in trade exchanges in order to achieve

sustained expansion and diversification of trade and economic relations among

different groups of countries. In respect of East-South trade, major problems

that remain to be solved are the loir level of diversification of the

developing countries* exports to socialist countries and the fact that the

bulk of this trade still involves only a limited number of developing

countries. Experience, however, suggests that there are, in principle, good

prospects for farther growth of trade and economic relations between the two

groups of countries.

180= The socialist countries of Eastern Europe, which-are responsible for

one-third of the total world industrial output, are already playing a '

significant role in the world economy. The recent process of modernization of

the foreign trade system and mrnevgernent, structural adjustments and reforms in

their economies, as well as various changes in their economic and foreign

trade policies in accordance with the requirements of their national economies

and the evolution of the international environment - call these trends offer

potential for expanding and diversifying their trade and economic relations

with all groups of countries. These developments could bring forth

innovations in their economic relations and enable them to play a more

effective role contributing to the better functioning of the world economy and
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in particular the development processes of developing countries. There is,

however, an urgent need for a neu approach and concerted efforts on the part

of rll groups of countries to adopt constructive policy measures and

initiatives to eliminate end overcome all impediments and obstacles in order

to ensure the smooth expansion of inter-system trade flows,

181.. ^ pr,3Eont international economic order has long been dominated by the
developed market-economy countries, There is now, however, ■ a growing

recognition of the weight and influence of the socialist economies end of the

economies of ohe developing countries. These two groups of countries

constitute important segments of the world economy, but at the same time in an

increasingly interdependent uorld they cannot escape the influences of a?

adverse international economic environment, trough intensive trade and

economic co-operation, however, they can make a constructive contribution to

correcting the inequitable operation of international markets cad pave the way

for ssn expansion of global trade flous by promoting Eaet-4-Jest-South

co-operation. The economic development in developing countries should receive

top priority in the long-tem self interest of developed countries, both East
and Vfest. Tho Group of 7? bolicvoc that this kind of tripartite co-operation
should counteract the ctagflationary pressures being transmitted through' the
channels of international trade and finance and thus reactivate the world
economy raid the development process of the developing countries.

Recommendations

182. 'The seventh session of the Conference represents an opportunity for
reaffirming the commitment of the socialist countries of Eastern Europe to
supporting the development efforts of developing countries in c manner

compatible with their role in international economic co-operation.

VI rfter^S itD P°8"ian. - stated in the Buenos Aires

°f *«i' imports,
opiag countries,'^

oy the Booiraist countries of 3r.3-ten, toopo to impovc the tor,,s =nd
oonoxtxons of oredits to the developing oo^trieo a«d a!so to enl^ge their
ocononxo r.EExStcnC6, to inoro,Ee the share of converts o-arrenoies in

ZZTl SS le %T fi"i dla

noies in

le %T fi"cins deTClopine ommtrieB' »"^ ^
na efficient p^ents oechanism in trr.ae operations.
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184 Jt iG no'"Gt?- vi'fa sor'ie concern that no RifpriiiTicent progress has "been made

during the pest seven years on the informal text annexed to conference

docision 145 (VI )• I* is" time to re-examine this matter in the context

of the current emerging internrational economic environment and break the

deadlock. O^hcro in, alrer.dy apreer.iont on most of the text except the issues

concerning non-discrimination and 0.7 per cent mandatory economic assistance

"by the socialist countries of E^tom Europe* The Group of 77 has made a

careful study of the proposals contained in document TD/b/1104. "Ki© programme

for further promotion of inter^-s^stem trade cs envisaged in these proposals is

indeed very constructive and there ere vc.lur.ljle suggestions for concrete

measures to be adopted "by the member States to achieve these objectives.

There is a growing need for no1.; approaches aud £- meeting of minds on

confidence-building, since the evidence available indicates that the progress

made in implementing various Conference resolutions and Board decisions is far

from satisfactory* An analysis of the developments and trends in inter—system

trade also shows that these developments still correspond neither to the

economic potential of the trading partners no;.1 to the existing possibilities

or challenges of the 198Cs cud 1590b.

185 ■ Ag-inst this background the Group of '•"' consider that the best possible

way to overcome this impasse cad break thn 6>.aulock on the informal text

annexed to Conference resolution 145 (Vl) ecu! d V- to ooiioentrate on the

already agreed contents of the text, union ;ts indeed c. solid basis for

further negotiations., Th-o Group of 77 should also take into account the

existing international economic environment along with recent developments in

the world economy ond the fp.ctors T/hich have influenced international economic

rolntions during the past seven years. It i^ realized that the positions of

the parties do not coincide on some subtcntivo matters which have prevented a

consensus r-.t the last two UNCT/J) sessions. At the same time, during several

cessions of the Trade and Development Ucard, views on a number of issues

involved have boon brought closer togGthei1, corresponding to the chcaiged

conditions in tho v/orld* Thoro is also gr oi^ag recognition of the fact that

expansion and deepening of inter—systera tri^d^ -xid economic relc/tions on a

stable basis will not only impart now dynami^n to the world economy and pull

it out, of tho throes of recession bv.t would rj.se contribute to a relaxation of

tensions between countries end promote int -mational co-operation. Further,

the now rjid complicated ror-litioE of tho I^SOr .:u:d 1990s demand fresh

approaches -?iid ider.c i;hich h:.^ve been eloc:;."-i--^'";.y elaborated in the UNGT/lD

proposals in document TD/B/llO4| in substance these proposals ?je in line with

the agreed portions of the inform"! text annexed to Conference resolution 145

(Vl) rjid they provide a useful br.cxground J."o? a aieeting of minds among the

grpups of countries concerned. It in h^gh "'"imj to work out a fresh pragmatic

approach and after considering Ce novo the r-'olevrjnt issu3Sy even prepare a new

text which could be adopted r.t UKCTiJ) VIT ocV.ing into account the prospects

for the later 19o0s and 1990so
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186.' The Group of 77 is indeed pleased to observe -that UKCT£D!s operation?!

programme of technical assistance for the promotion of East-South trade has

emerged rs nn Important and major activity of the UNCTAD secretariat in

pursuance of Board resolutions end decisions. This progranoe has been greatly

appreciated "by the Group of 77 and there have been repeated requeststo the

Secretary-General of UNCTAD not only to continue this programme "but to improve

and intensify those activities "by enlarging their scope raid content. "The

Group of 77 urges that all efforts should be made to procure funds within

UNCHAD'S regular budget, as -jell as from UKDP and other sources, including

voluntary contributions and/or trust funds, in order to establish a permanent

unit within UHCTAD's Division for Trade vith Socialist Countries to implement

this technical assistance programme ac a continuous, regular and systematic

activity on an interregional, regional and national basis. There is an urgent

need for advisory services for a number of developing countries which have not

been able to develop thfcir trade relations with the socialist countries of

Eastern Europe owing to various constraints end lack of information and whoso

trade with theu is either negligible or at "best sporadic. The "Manual on

trading with the socialist countries of Eastern Europe11, issued within the

framework of this technical assistance programme, has been hailed as an

extremely useful publication for the business community of the developing

countries and the Group of 77 would very much appreciate it if this

publication could be up-dated c;id revised taking into account the various

changes and new developments in the foreign tro,de system and management of

socialist countries of Eastern Europe, as well as their new trade and economic

policies. The establishment of r permanent unit within U1TCTAD for undertaking

all those .activities would go a long way in serving as rm effective instrument

for promoting East-South trade. This unit could also serve as a focal point

for co-ordinating technical assistance activites in this field, in close

association with the United Nations regional commissions, the International

Trade Centre UITCTAD/GATT and the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA).

187. Thu Group of 77 fts-E noted with satis faction that during the past few

years, o. number of counricc have availed themselves of the opportunities

provided by the consultative ^.achinery of U1JCTAD established under Conference

resolutions 15 (il) and 95 (iv)» This machinery has been useful in assisting

countries having different economic end social systems, and particularly the

socialist countries of Eastern Europe end developing countries, in

establishing trade—creative contacts and identifying possible areas for mutual

commercial exchanges and economic co-operation. It is observed that apart

from bilateral contacts, the number of multilateral consultations held so far

has lason limited. The consultative machinery could be more purposefully used

for promoting multilateral co-operation. The Group of 77 would suggest that

this machinery should be improved lad made more effective end responsive to
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the emerging needs of the member States, and at the same time the UNCTAD

secretariat should intensify the substantive support for trade consultations

of this kind and ensure thrvt the experts attending consultations are equipped

to exchange information on import/export possibilities for eventual trade
negotiations.

188. With regard to research activities and the preparation of relevant

studies, the Group of 77 has noted that there has ^oeen a significant

improvement cinc.e the last Conference in 1983, but there is still need to give

a further nei: direction to these research documents and studies so as to make

them more practical (and action-oriented. It would be useful to make a

departure from the studies of .a &enoral nature emphasised so far and to pay

special attention to more detailed investigations concerning specific issues

related to East-South trade, viz. no',: forms of trade and economic co- -

operation, establishment of joint ventures and mixed •ompanies, industrial

.and production co-operation, credit and financing, and compensation and

buy-back arrangements, with case studies, as wall as nei; developments in the

management of -the foreign tr.ado system raid the trade and economic policies of

the socialist countries 01 Eastern Europe, I<he Group of 77 considers that it

is important and necessary to disseminate all this information, especially to
developing countries, in order to arable them to take advantage of the

emerging opportunities for expanding mutually beneficial trade end economic

co-operation uith the socialist countries of Eastern Europe.
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3(D) a? -n^ ?H"visioi& aaaiDfc ^ UlE^d vii

i ies

a? tie ih^st i

189 ^ «*** ■**!« C^ral to^tiy ^idefi ^ Basol^ion 34/.O3 of 19 Decker

1,79 to coovere a Unlt^ Hat*™ Conferee, .iti, the dnective o£ Simliz^,

tar, a«i —rtirn the Sufcsta^ial ^ Program of *±im for 1900's for tin

Developed Countries„

190, cons^.tl" ttCI^D ccov,^ tic Unite* nations Conferanoe on the T-«*t

Develop bounds in Paris frcn 1 to 14 a.r*a*or 1981 ,*i* unani^slya

th, Butetantial X* Pro^c^ of ^ctic, fcr the ISBOs for the Last DovsK^d
Country, p^,.,. * ^roera^ ^ ^aorsed by the United Hattais General tesarbly

in ration 35/194 of 17 Decker 13'.1, ^ sute^^ervtly reaffinned. ^ objectives

of the StlF^ are::

(a) 1t> rsowta the .truccural ch^ga, necessary to owxeo-ne the least

Countries0 .actrams acorKinic difficulti^n

(b) to r>rovi,f- fully adeqaata ani iiteniaionally

for the poor:

(c) To ictstify and sunoort major tavest^ent ^nortaiitieB an3 prlfltiti«f

(d) ^o rdtigatc, a* far as poKdhla, the adverse effects of natural disasters

191 -li-- -t^-' U a lonr-tam ■orograraie tliat cpells out dcrcstic nvyvwres to be

taka^-C the iDCs tha^elveG aafl lnterrvrtdcnal axrort measures for the iitplo^nta-
tion of"" the oountry devoltaiaicnt ;?rogr^acs. Die neasures are generally consistent

with th» thiK Ubltaa l-ations International Dovelq^nt Strategy,- the Lagos Plan

of action am the rooer.Uy ^optcd the 'Jnitaci nations Proorarare of Sctim for African

iconanic PrtCCveCT' and Develorroant (UNPMERD),



ii.

192. Bis contlnutac: econcrac crisis in ths least develop countries v.-hich are

the poorest and economically waatest m, the developing countries atf w fac&o.

vatn the ,,ost for^dabl,, structural ^robl^, has been a cause of arave concern

to the international ccnwnlty. Ihe structural deficiencies of ttas- countries

are manifesto in ,«trenely lew levels of inco*. per capita, a hi* nKrortion of

population In the subsistence sectors,. --- high rate of population growth, la: agri

cultural ?roductivity, a la, lavel of ^loitation of natural resources, vreak

institutional ana physical infrastructure an acute scarcity of skilled ■nersonnel,

an insignificant "-Tare of manufacturing value added in (DP,, and tte recurrence of

natural disastars. Iheso factors coristitut- the main causes of their extrene

oooncnte-anfi social difficulties. '.i« lana-lccj^d and island least' developed

countries, <4MA constitute over half of the groun of liDCs.. continue to face add

itional ?robla>is in tiieir develop-* Ix^caune of their serious geogra^acal handi

caps, ita nunUoer of IDCs, instead of lacr-asinq, increased to 40 countries in 1"PG

froa a level of 31 in 1901 uhen «hpa ,-as afeted. Bus situation irKJicatas the

wmenlng eoonaaic conditions of developing countries in general and least devolooed

countries nartteuiarly in Africa viiere tb- nurnber has increase-: from 21 to 27

countries. It is in recognition of the difficult economic situation of the IDCs

that the international connunity undercoo!- a ccmnititisnt in the ffiJPA to provide

substantially enlarged assistance to thaso countries to bring .about structural

tran^fomation of their econonues airi to enable them to break axvsy fron tlneir n<ast

and present situaUon and their blsa!v nros-octs, ta;ards self-

X91. In srpite of the increa^dattent.ioD. givan fcy the international commltv;- and

the intamationBl orjanlzattens, to ftoSing a lasting solution to the r>roblanr, of

the laast dev-laxa countries/ mainly through the adoption of 'the Si«?n in 1931, ther

has bean, a sigraficant deteripraticr. .u, the overall socio-economic situation of ti^e

countries Ein« 1931, >, ar« concent that dc^ite the existence of n*A, African

IBCs experienced a persistent deterioratioii in toir econonic grorth bebNeon 1981
d 1934and 1934 ac a, ac

g n 1981

result,of the desienlng doraestte crisis occasioned, hy a hastily inter

national eocnerate erwlxooneift as «ell c^ natural calaniUes and dieters- notably
tha. drought since 1S02. In addition, tie ;.^=ence of larcle mnhsc3 of ^^ ^

scoe Mrtean l£Cs ;flas e^tin^ to nlacG a h,avy burdgi ^ ^ ^^^^^ Qf ^^^

countries and, has considerably aggravated their socip-eocrante orobl^s. ^ overau
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C33P (at l?0O constant prices) recorded ah average annual crrovth rate of only

0=12 ^er cent in real terns during 1351 10 G4 ijith a marked recovery in 1935 of

2O3 per cent. This aroares ionfavourably with the qrovth rate of 2.3 and 33G

cent achieved during tha period 197O--1C75 arid 1975-1930, respectively. Ihe ner

capita income-growth averaged ~2O5 rvsr cent between 1981 and 1984 (i.e. $153.4)

and in 1385 a gra-fch rate of -0.3 per cent was recorded (at 13%) prices) or $125,4.

194. G5? of die VX& as a group declined during tha first half of the IS.^Os and

the majority of than registered negative per ca-iita growth rates. Ihe average

annual rate of GDP growth during this period was 2 per cent, i.fiich remounted to

an average amual decline of 0.5 per cent in per cenita terms. :Ihis vas against

a positive average annual (33P growth rat,?: of 4 Der cent in the 1970s „ Although

there </as a marginal iirorovsraent, to 2,7 ;oer cent, in tl^e CDP grartii rate Coring

19G5, that rate remained far short not a:dy of the SilPA target of 7O2 ner cent

but also of ths gra-ith rate of 4 -per ceiit actually achieved in the 1970*5.

195. The perfomanco in the agricultural sector continues to be the i.v»irs factor

determining o^rall gro,/tri in the LlX;g, since tliat sector accounts for about

42 per cent of the GDP for all I£Cs casfoii^ and absorbs 30 per cent of their

labour force, as conoarod to 17 per cent £sna 5C ner cent for davelopisig countries

as a \foolQ. Txe agricultural production per capita declined in tliG DXr? at an

average amual rate of 0.3 -*er cent durir^ the 1970s. Ihe decline in oer capita

terms continued during the first half of the 1930s at an average annual rate of

0,6 ner cei±o Per capita food ^roducticsi also registered an average annual decline

of 0.9 oer cent during the first half of the 1930s, as catnarcd to the average

annual decline of 0.5 per o-nt during the 1570s. The main bottlenecks include

drought which is widespread especially in Africa and is still being experienced in

many parts of the continent. This seriously jeopardized food and livestock produc

tion and resulted in low productivity gt

156.. llie raoorfl of nrognass in manufacturing activities, energy oonsum;^tion?

develxrraarit of transport and copmuriicaticnf etc. was also disappointing during

the first half of the 1930s. rihe average gra.rth rate of real Q3P arising from

manufacturing in rnor,t of tho U3Cs in 1934 t^e only XO3 per cento Toe caisumntion

of energy remained at an extreriely la-7 level of 313 k^ r>2r capita in 19-34, as

carpared to 369 kg in developing couvvtrie?; *s a group. In the area of transport

and caatrunicationc„ narticularlv -in n,« m 1,-irv
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197. Ihe external trade and payments r^^ition of ircst of the XDCs continued to

suffer f.raxi <fe>ressed conditions in ■-jorld ccpmbdity markets 3 worsening terms of

trade,, increase protections!^ and re&uoad COS and other tyoes cf financial

flows and vjorkers* remittances. The exports of the IJX& \ierQ 10 r^er cent larer

during-the. first three years of the ---r^ent decade than the lovel attained in 1980.

■Although there v?ac a slight recovery in lf^, the «crort3 started declining again

in 1305 and renchai a level 7 = 2 per ctrrc ""gIom the I960 figure o 'rivs prices of

almost all primary commodities of t^rx>rt interest to- tin IDCs dropsy? b^/ a large

nargin, and the average annual shortfall :-n export earnings frcm such car^odities

vas about pT-> 77o million during the -period 197>*V-19B3. The decliite in export

earnings had. an alversa ir^pact on ca^c-city to import 3 \-rMdi also dsclirjec1. by 6 -per

cent between 1SG0 -Tnci 1985,

in,- H^cra;^ ur£G?KatfG Tts .ikisliG :<dixiec nrixj^ria: a^d jisasij^? taken

198. Sie vxxpseair/j oZ tlx? ccoiicrdc situation in. the LDC; iuring the first half of1

the 1900s was dui. inter alia, to tho folia,>?ing factors^

(a) Uet 0D?- receipts bv tho TiTO? stannate/i at around '*W 7 billion oar annun

during the 'pericd 193C--19',"!4? as ccFpex-'ad. vitli an avaracve increase of a'xvut 70 r>er

cent rx;r annum ::•?. CU?--. flovres darinr the 1270s. The total level of Gft'-i in 1-384 was

aily 44 per oaric above the avera.ee l&val attained in..1376-1980 in naitmal terms,

as against thi ccmitnent undertaken ];y the donor countries In t.he :uPA to double

such flows by 13^5. Total CCA fla1" in It:'4 s^re 0.0? par cent of the -'icnorG1 O

as against the target of: 0o15 per cent iix:1;) in .th-=5 -^tlPA;.

(b) Mri frry.i riultilcitera] agencies rsgisteiTK! r. cleclins in 19^5, xaiereas

in -the Slt-lP^ r:iere \icis a ^Tecific corEnifensnt for a sigrJ-ficant inac^a^ in^ rniiiti

lateral assistance to the loast 'Sevelo'.od countries:1

(c) j"icn"<3oncGssional financii^l :':laj3- idiidi had increcTsnd by an average, of-

more -chari 100 ;^er cent every vg-h* uyrii'ig the 137Gaf iv^Jen^mt a nt93r?y. dscline in

the 196O3, faliincj to only ','iUS ^.57 r-illion i:i 1^4O ISiix ^^.:> .^^ainc:t total non~-

concession flc^s of fXT" 1.1 billion, iai 193-;"-, f;:ccal t^rtiern^I r-_ycJ.nt£:-?.c^ provided

to I£C5 declined fran ,,'^US 8O2 billion in l?Jp to only t'U'J 7.5 billion in ncn\lnal

terms in 19SMs
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(d) :Ihe catmitnents undortaVert in tiis SLPfc to inr>rov« aid roialities in

favour of tiis"lIXS did not materialise. Ike average grant element of concessional

assistance^ vihich had increased fran 3G -sr ceat in 15?1 to 89 per cent in 1933,,

inclined to about £5 ^er cant in 19G4. Anout CO oar cent of total aid fran 'DftC

countries to IDC? in 1904 wrs tied, ria^c initiatives have recently b^en taken

by a nutnber of donors to give more orrnh-sis to orogranae aid including sectoral

assistance, gansral ixnrort financing ^ v^alanc^-cf-naynent support, as t*d11 as

commodity ai£:, food aid, local-cost fii^icrcig, end recurrent cost finding but

these measures arc totally inarkyruabs to me^t th.^ needn of the least d

countriec;-

(e) Tha Gsctemal debt of the L£C': v^xich cra.r rapidly in tlie 1970s, v?orsene5

considerably ^urinc the first half of tl:o l?6Os as a result of the adwarsse itnact

of the world oconanic crisis on the <ia-jfc-ser*7iciiig caracitv of those countries,

fihc;ir. total external d&bt, including .jhoxt-term debts, is estimated, to have been

over 339 hillicn at the end of 1935, a. 13 ryaz cent increase as cenpared to the

previous ysare In adiiUon, their uss of T^W credit vras estinatty: at ?2.? billicn.

Mthpugh tliese .^roantc night see^. to b.r. itirdt-^t in absolute terms ps oar^ared to

tixo debts of the otlier develaoing countries they continue to exceed. 5O per cert

of ODP on average. Ov-^r 90 pear cent of U2Q*-' e^ctarnal debts consist of. medium- and

long-term debtsf and the major r^^xts etc to multilateral agencies« Debt service

payments in l^OE- csrounted to -?2 bj.llion, rc^resantinn well over 20 -per cent of the

value of the cenbined experts of the IiJCr?. ^^bt servico payments arising fran non-

concessional debts have, continued to form the main Tort of IDCsc total debt service

-jcryrnentCo Although sotvb debt relief hat '..>3ai provided by 15 DP£ inariber countries

for their COP, debt to 33 XDCs under tr.^c arc- rjevelorxait Board resolution 1€5 (S-i::

the dabt service ■rcsdrlen r^nalns critical for :.iany liXs. rilie ■.incfcLaa has bean

exacerbated hr? a sizeaijle nroocrticn of noi-'crmarcial debt and 't/ ths significant

-increase in the nultilaterrJ. MX. xnica i3 not uncier tiie -?urvisw of resolutiai 165

(E-3X) ai^a is subject to multilateral r^-ciediiLingGo Since the adoption of, the 3I3PA

in 1981, 13 liTCs l?.ave had recourse tc. ti^s Peris Club to resch'^dule their official

debt and fiv3 l£Cs to the London Cluv to reschedule corErercial dd.>to ^oreovqr,- a

number ct UTs had. to ask for another rescheduling in orcier to core ^;ith tlieir

increased asbt liabilities, l^Ksver^ t>^3^; reschedulings have also proved to be

insflemiate as thay only provide teaTtporary relief and do not «ntail a ci^inution of

debt stocks o Eveiitually they odd to the d-=b



(f) finoe the adoption of the JiX/A in I9B1, 19 lea^t cjevslcpsd countries

have formulated an adjustment ^rogrsirne "VH;r>rte£ by a stand-by arrangement with

IF. These orografmen in the absence of increased inflow of external- financial

resources have resulted in shar.~> cut^ in imparts, invsstriantSj budgets and1 social

outlays, thus furcJrier fC^^r;1; down scc«a.i7.c growth-; " ' ■!'r: :- '■

(g) ::he continuance of tariff r;-ad nctr -tari:Cf barriers in im-.-ortant rarl<:ets

still inhibits a:Timian of. l2X2n': axportc:. In s^ita of ccCTrtitmercts unrt^rtaJcen

ii-i the SUP?:, t}^ 1902 ^TT-jjii^t^ri^l ;>claratiai and, most recently the Punta

Ltel Estc D3claratic?rt of iri5? ;:iany iev^lrnesd ccvEatriec continue to tarxDse various

tyr.Jes o:<: rt=i?rtricticnr: cr, exports frn;i :u;0se Ifcrccvy:, the land-locked anrl icl-md

inCs suffer frcra high tr-mrrortstiai costs TThich make thc=ir Droi}.uctG

in the ^Torl^. marl-.eto

(h) In vie v of the fact that :X^DSt 15 per cent of the-Ji"3Cs3 exnorts consist

of urinary conto-tities .Trid arc concasitrab-yj. on only a f(?i7 products, tiiess ex^^orts

liave bean hard liit ■;/-/ the collaorse of j-iiteniatianal ocmoclity Tjricea aid! 't£i8

deteriorating terras of tradao rih^ oriels of almost all 7*riTnary canrKrlities'of

oxoort interest to the IDCc have dreed -f2?:2cipitiouGlyo This has adversely ■

affected the foreign ^ixd^arre earnin-^ of. the HXfe, "^le .wsrage annual shortfall

in export e;arnlngs for iroportarit commoditias exrorted. by iaCs during the nerioc?

197f>;19n3 ranouiYco'l to about ?77O r.dllxc^i, renrss^nting 11 oer cent of ti-ieir average

annual" G.roorts and equivcilent to raore theva t? «o thirds of the total caice^kional

aosistance rsriffer^id to tlio JliXc in XV-/3. Ihis oouplsd v.ith ihcre.arsinr* debt service

prr.T^^nts and cjeclininrr CD?i flcwc« h.^n -r.'iv^rBely affected tha role of tiie external

sector in eiihancrig the econcnic clGvalqinertt ' of trie IDCr. snd lias furtlier 'marginalised

their eccno:aiGs vis-a-vis th's T?orld ^canc7/o The ccrtnensator}/ fin-Tncing available

to thjsn under tJae existing financing sd.xa^aG is incderuate anri tlii.? Iia- resulted in

depletion o:-7 thair menfitary rocervec* c5.1a overall capacity to rTobiliiae fis^ance for

.ievelcareiito !ihc-, carrnitionts unaertai^^i in the "i-PA for G^>:icial '^rovi.i5ions in

f-avour of the LDCet. i:i t^n?s of ccrrrx^isatiiirT their cxxfracdity-related exiort earnings

shortfall; ha-j not'been fully

(i) .^siSTcance so far :~>rovic.icl to land lodiod and island countries among the

least fjevilq"^. countri-\;i :md rasosures takan jjm iircplsEienting the relevant resolu

tions ar^; still very inaJc-jquate ij). tcinns of. alleviating tlie problsjiis confronting them=
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The least dsv^lcnecl countries., on their rsart, hava ircnlenent^ several

measures to iruorove their econcmc conditions. rJ5ioae include, among others,

adoption' of effective ;x5liciec to iccbili^ 6crofistic resourcesP nxpar*. fooi an-2

agricultural ^roluction and develop t^ir aKtomal trade. Since the atVxrtion of

the £HPA, ali-r>srt all the 1/JCs have a&rdgust<.v focal points for the iitnlcrrentation

follow-up and raaiitnrirrj of the C1&L. Ltranty eight liXs h^/r, h^ -i country rovie

iieeting a;~ .-nvisarjO-A ^ the GIFA. Piv^ iirsr^ 7JDCs ars prervitincr for tl\o ccnvening

of

2001, Ixw aii^. oft3;i ^ccliiiin<; ;per ca^it^l arcane notorithr,tancdna, sGvar^l ices

were ?;>ie to i?.cid."ivo daiki^tic navir/ja rc±2E Hxotaadir.^ 10 ^er cent ar<x L1;. a f

areas exce'jcing 15 -ier cent during th^i -^ri-cc1. l?°,a 193K In an effort to

ircmrova niobilisatic^i of da^stic resourcerj, several LDCs liave inTM^ientsrt roaasures

to wake tiitir tax systeiii G^^l-^r and nore ;m-adly basod and to imrove'tax admin-

istraticn. :feasu33s have also Jjeen initirted in seiveral I£Cs to ii^-rovo the

performaice oi" "ublic sector ^itoru-irc^ „ The develo^mcDt and nicbili3.ation of

human rssouro2c7 tiirough eradic?.tia:i o:': a .ult illiteracy r ex^nnsior). of -.-ublic

tsciucaticn,. inclulijig vocational traitciig7 .%.£, develcrnent of entrepreneurial

capacities; is ?n .inrortant el^raent In th^ devalormit nlans aryi ^rograr-mris of

several UXLsa "-.dult illiterae/ rater, -lacrsp/sed -:y inor-o tlian 20 -.-Tercontaga pointc

betfrjReii 1370 and 19S5 in seven ii.Ca. ^l^iost all DXs decreased their illiteracy

rate beta.'e^. 1?,J ana 1D-25. T!:iG i^uiTLer ox stvtlerits undertaking voca.tipiial training

in the ices increase by 24 :;er cent ■ccfa.'san 198C and 1934o Iii tlis field of food

and. agricultuaral .^rotfucticn, :oiany WCs aav- taken stens to incma^ nrcxiucticn anl

productivity;, ijic^r ^lia, increasing thu use of trie m^xk.^t mecivwdjan, r^'-iliziiig

thita rural "-opulati^i and Cdvarsi^itig "jtc Auction o In order better to respond to

the advsrse arir;. -chaning economic aiwircBT^sit, ixmy liTn have ^dented appropriate

'oolicy ireasuren to enlvance tiv- effectiv; • iirpleiiegitation of the institutional an*?,

phvr,i.cal jjLfrastructure, in spit^ o?: li'.dt^i resourceo. Tae assist-mce provided

by other cfevslopincr countrioc in tlie ccnt^rt of ZOn has rcinforo,^. the efforts of

the IDCs ti^-nselves to alleviate sor« of tlieir problens. In 3^>ite of all these

positive jwias'jros -die d^vclcrraent nrorxictr- of tiie LOCs3 reinain bleak due to the

y adverse external
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iv.

201. At the end of tlie mid-term global review of the implementation of the SNPAf

conducted by the Intergovernmental Group of the Lsast Developed Countries in

Sept^anber/Octcber 1985, a number of reconnendations were made for the improvement

of the condition of the LDCs and for full iinplenentation of the SiflPA. It would

be necessary to fully and expeditiously implanent all these recarmsndations and

conclusions „ along with other measures, included in the 3M>A itself o The following,

inter alia, deserve reiteration and expeditious actions

(i) The IDCs re-affirm their primary responsibility for their overall

developmentj

(ii) The international community should support the efforts of IDCs to increase

their ner capita food production, and in view of the energy problems, provide fin

ancial and technical assistance for research? exploration and development of energy .

resources;' and should assist in maximizing capacity utilization of their productive

economic units?

(iii) Donors should endeavour to provide emergency assistance and financing

of costs involved in the managanent of relief operations in African IDCs affected

by food and other emergencies?

(iv) The SHP& should be fully and effectively implemented, and substantially

enlarged volume of financial assistance in real terms should be given to IDCs on

terms which correspond to their irrmediate and long-term development needs?

(v) Donor countries which have not yet done so should attain 0,15 per cent

of their GHP as CDA to the IDCs before the Grid of the decade or should attain en

a priority basis, a doubling of their CDA (a target which was originally to be

achieved by 1985)?

(vi) The multilateral assistance to the IDCs through channels like IDA, IFAD,

regional development banks and their funds, UHDP, the Special ■ Measures Fund for

the IDCs, UNCDF, WJP, etc should be significantly increased to meet the increased

needs of the IDCsr and donors should channel a substantial part of their aid

through these institutions and agencies?
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(vii) Ohe Eighth Replenishment of IDA should be significantly higher than

the previous levels, keeping in view tlie critical importance of IDA for the IDCs;

(viii) Pjslavant international institutions should intensify their efforts to

establish new mechanisms and arrangernents for mobilizing increased financial

transfers to the IDCs, including such measures as an international tax scheme

for development, further gold sales by the IMF? linking the' creation of SDKs to

development assistance, and the use of interest subsidy techniques, ."lie IMF should

undertake a fundamental review of the principles on which its conditionality rests

in such a way as to reflect the peculiar social, economic and political priorities

■'of the IECs and allocate1 substantial portion of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs),

Trust Fund facilities and canpensatory financing facilities to these countries;

<ix) With regard to aid modalities, immediate steps should be taken to

provide OOP. to the IDCs in the farm of grants, and to indisc Iminately provide

loans on highly concessional terms, at least as concessional as those provided

h'j IDA, and on an un-tied basis „ They should also take stops to improve the

quality and effectiveness of aid, and eliminate the tiiae-\rf between aid commit-

ment and disbursement. In this regard nechanism that would ensure autanaticity

and predictability of disbursement should be created?

(x) Developed countries should fully implement Trade and Development Board

resolution 165 (S-IX) expeditiously and convert all outstanding bilateral CDA

loans of all the IDCs into grants without discrimination?

(xi) Donor countries should take stqps for increased local-cost as well as

recurrent-cost financing?

(xii) Creditors should provide substantial and multi-year scheduling of

private debts including the waiving of service payments and/or out-right raacella-

tion of the debt,

(xiii) Advance payments should be made by the donors against their catrnitment

in order to minimize delays in disbursement and improve the effectiveness of

assistance?
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(xiv) Donors should provide increased balance-of-payments support as

as commodity aid? progrcKine aid? including sector assistance and general import

financing, and their terns should ha flexible enough to facilitate effective use.

Such balance-of-payments support in general must not be used to exercise political

pressure on the least developed countries and should not be dependant on accept

ance tey those countries of Treasures and programmes which involve social costs

that hinder thoir basic aims, objectives and priorities or compromize their political

independence and national sovereignty;

(xv) Donors should provide timely assistance on appropriate terms to mitigate

the adverse effects of adjustment programmes and to support the efforts, of the LDCs in

implementing the required policy changes;

(xvi) Developed countries and international organizations should also assist

the IDCs to create industries for on-the-spot processing of raw materials and

food products, and the development of integrated projects for the expansion of

exports and to provide adequate resources to overcome all supply bottlenecks?

(xvii) A cempensatory facility for fully compensating the export earning short

falls of the developing countries should be established v/ith special provision

for the LDCso Special measures should be taken to strengthen the corrnodity

markets and enhance export receipts of the LDCs fran such carnodities o Special

arrangements should be considered for the IDCs in the IMF Compensatory Financing

Facility Schane by providing for full coverage of their export shortfalls, for

the subsidization of their interest payments on outstanding dravdngs and for a

longer repayment 3nd grace periods than hitherto;

(xviii) Ml developed countries T-Jhich have not yet done so should expeditiously

adopt special measures in order to compensate fully the export earnings shortfalls

of the IDCs;

(xix) In accordrsice with the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea

of 1332, Conference resolutions 13? (VI) and 13S (VT), and Trade and Development

Board resolutions 319 (XJCXI) on consideration of the specific needs and problems
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of land-locked and island countries among the least developed countries and the

extremely acute nature of the problems, transit countries should intensify co

operation with the land-locked countries among the LDCs to alleviate the transit

problems $

(xx) Donorss while providing technical and financial assistance to land

locked and island countries among LDCss should particularly focus on capital

input in infrastructural development. International bodiess in particular UNDP

and the regional commissions„ should continue to support those least developed

countries with measures required to alleviate their specific transit-transport

and communications problems;

(xxi) In the application of all measures it should be ensured that the

assistance benefits all least developed countries according to their individual

requirements on a just and equitable basis;

(xxii) The country review meetings which are the mechanisms for the periodic

review and implementation of the SNPA should be further strengthened and improved

to make them more effective» UNDP and the World Bank, as the lead agenciess should

expand their technical assistance to the LDCs to enable them to prepare efficiently

for these meetings. Donor countries should be represented at an adequately high

level. The meetings should result in firm commitments and secure increased

mobilization of resources to the LDCs.

(xxiii) In the context of economic co-operation among developing countries and

in the spirit of collective self-reliance, developing countries in a position to

do so5 should continue to provide assistance to the African least developed

countries within the means available to them.

(xxiv) Developed donor countries and international financial institutions

participating in country review meetings for LDCs, in particular the UITDP sponsored

Round Table Processes (RTPs)9 should not link their commitments of development

resources to the conditionality that the LDCs should have an effective operational

IMF/IBRD adjustment programme; these country review meetings should be

seen essentially as additional measures for increasing financial resources to
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the accelerated development of LDCs

(xxv) The IHF and the World Bank should be urged to provide an effective

intervention mechanism in support of LDC currencies while these countries implement

IMF/IBRD adjustment programmes; otherwise these currencies will be subject to

rapid exchange rate deterioration which in turn will aggravate inflation, reduce

growth in particular and development in general. . ...




